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Spring elections
draw 50 per cent
voter turnout

SGA held their spring elections Wednesday in Hogan
-II' C

•

By TRACY FISHER
NEWS STAFF

New committee members
and class officers of the
Student
Government
Association were elected
Wednesday for the 19911992 school year. Matthew
Cushing '92 and Michael
Sullivan '92, SGA Co-Chairs,
consolidated
the
SGA
committee system for this
year's elections.
Voter turn-out was just
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under 50 percent of the Holy
Cross student population.
Approximately 1250 students
participated in the elections.
"We're extremely pleased
with the turn-out and the
new interest in the SGA,"
Wednesday
Cushing said
he
night. Sullivan said
"appreciates the efforts of
the cabinet and its publicity
scheme."
Sullivan also anticipates
newly elected
that the
members will help add to the
enthusiasm that now exists in
the present SGA.
Sullivan
Cushing and
have recently combined the
Student Activities Fund and
Budget Committees, created
the
Educational
Affairs
Committee by joining the
Policies,
Educational
Curriculum, Library and
Admissions Committees, and
merged
the
Student
Personnel Policies, Student
Activities, Film, and Athletic
Committees to form A the
Student Affairs Committee.
Elections will be held
next fall for dormitory and
at-large representatives, Class
of 1994 officers, and BSU,
Hispanic
and
Asian
representatives.
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Gates open for siblings
and prospectives
By TRACY FISHER
NEWS STAFF
The Holy Cross Open
House will be held this
Sunday for high school
seniors accepted by the
event
is
The
college.
designed to acquaint them
with the campus, the benefits
of a liberal arts education,
and the general atmosphere.
"For ten to eleven months
the
year
out of the
admissions office spends
choosing qualified students
to attend Holy Cross," said
of
Director
Assistant
William
Admissions
Manning. "Now it's their turn
to choose."
Manning said he hopes
the open house will help the
students answer the question:
"Why Holy Cross? Why not
Tufts,
Boston
College,
Providence, etc.?"
About one third of
accepted high school seniors
and
their
families are
estimated to attend the open
house. Special information
sessions will focus on various
Cross,
aspects at Holy
Liberal
"The
with
beginning
Arts Experience."
After this session two
panels will simultaneously

present a more personal
Excitement abounds as
perspective of life at Holy Holy Cross campus prepares
Cross. A panel of faculty for Sibling's Weekend. April
members and parents of 19-21 is the official date of
Holy Cross students will this year's Sibling Weekend
address the parents.
may
that students
so
Four students on the torment/ entertain/ bond
other panel will speak with with
siblings
their
the high school seniors on a (depending on the type of
variety of topics one would relationship you may have
not find in a brochure, such with your sibling).
as safety concerns, the social
A variety of activities
life, and difficulties faced in have been planned to keep
their college experiences.
your charming siblings busy.
A browsing session will 1 A
square
dance,
a
also
take
place. 1 magician's show, cartoons
Representatives from the shown in the dorms, a
academic
department, harbeque, and use of the
major swimming pool at Hart and
athletics,
and
extracurricular organizations basketball,
will be available to answer
questions.
Opportunities to take
tours of the campus, dine at
amc," you might be more
Kimball, and attend mass
ccessful in "The Sibling
will be available throughout
me."
the day.
Siblings will only have to
house is
The open
y a dollar to dine with
intended to give an overall
u in the exclusive Kimball
positive
and
orientation
ning Hall. Also: a special
impression of Holy Cross.
%ling mass" will be held
You may want to keep this
Rev. Anthony Penna at
in mind in order to force a
a.m. on Sunday in the
any
to
pleasant smile
ulledy Study Room.
students
prospective
Late registration will
encountered as you recover
ke place tonight at 7 p.m.
from Saturday night.
the Hogan Ballroom.

Bawdy Brits banter the BJF
By MIKE cuuny
NEWS STAFF

As promised, Holy Cross
students were treated to an
evening of wit, wisdom, and
sarcasm Wednesday at the
fifth annual Oxford Union
Debate.
Ballroom
Hogan
A
capacity crowd watched four
distinguished guests from
England's "oldest and best"
debate society lock horns
with the Benedict Joseph
Fenwick Debate Society's
finest orators over the
resolution: "Turnabout is fair
The following is a
play. Let's colonize England."
list of newly elected class
University
Oxford
officers and SGA committee
students Mark Gallagher,
members:
Stephen Bibas, Alexandria
Issa, and Craig McCurley
(Continued on Page 6) opposed the resolution, while
Steve
debaters
BJF
DeMattia, '93, Rob Fantozzi,

udge Hamilton opens the debate held Wednesday between
•the Oxford Union and the BJF Society.
l,?NW/00.101U
WhaLl

'92, Jim Riley, '91, and Neil
Cawley, '91, argued in favor
of the proposal.
Professor John Hamilton,
resident
Holy
Cross's
Anglophile, was the natural
choice for debate Judge.
the
opened
Hamilton
discourse
festivities with a
about his favorite nation that
convincing
included
a

imitation of Her Highness
Queen Elizabeth.
Brian
Moderator
a
extended
Jorgenson, '93,
the
to
welcome
warm
assembly and stressed the
importance of debate on
campus.
Jorgenson then explained
the rules of the debate:
(Continued on Page 6)
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orib anb Patton
US TROOPS ENTER IRAQ
AGAIN. President Bush ordered
U.S. troops to help create refugee
camps in northern Iraq as part of a
more
and
expanded
"greatly
ambitious relief effort" for tens of
thousands of Kurds fleeing Saddam
Hussein's forces. The relief effort
will mark the first movement of U.S.
troops into northern Iraq although
Bush said the U.S. has no intention
of a long-term occupation there.
The president also renewed
his call for Saddam to leave
Baghdad, stating that he would
consider giving the Iraqi ruler safe

eampu5

passage to a third country if that's
what it took to win his departure.
DOW JONES. FINALLY TIPS
The Down Jones industrial
3000.
average eclipsed the psychological
3000 barrier Wednesday- clearing
the way for the stock market to bull
its way even higher, some experts
say. The index closed at 3004.46
after flirting with 3000 three times in
the past nine months.
RAILROAD UNION STRIKES.
Last-ditch contract talks between
freight railroads and their unions
broke up Tuesday night, all but

SUPREME COURT RULES ON
DEATH PENALTY. In a decision
that may speed up death row
executions, the Supreme Court
Tuesday made it much more
difficult for state prison inmates to
delay death sentences by filing
repeated federal appeals. In a 6-3

cent

THE DREAM OF A CASH-FREE
CAMPUS comes one step closer at
Dartmouth College this spring. The
Student Assembly installed "validine"
vending
machines that accept
student ID cards. Students can now
buy snacks, film, batteries, paper
supplies, and video game tokens
without any silver or green.
"I DON'T HAVE TIME TO
WORK in a soup kitchen for three
hours," says Caroline Gooden, a
junior at Yale. So every evening
she fills five paper plates with
leftovers from the from the dining
hall serving line and takes them to
the homeless in New Haven. When

she began working in the dining hall
last fall, "I was really troubled by
how much food was thrown out.
When I got out on the street, the
people are really happy to get it."
Think globally, act locally.
ROLL OUT THE BARREL, we'll
have a barrel of recyclables.
Student government at the U. of
New Mexico, in cooperation with
Students for Earth Action and the
Albuquerque Greens, is promoting
recycling on campus in a new way through Adopt-a-Barrel. Program
organizers are asking for $5
donations. Each five-spot will buy a
barrel to be placed on campus,

Subscribe to
the Crusader
Have a full year of The crusader sent to family, friends,
relatives for only $20.
Just clip out this coupon, enclose a check payable to The
Crusader for $20 and mail to:
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assuring a coast-to-coast strike that
could strand rail passengers and top
the flow of one-third of the nation's
goods. Congress responded to the
threat of 235,000 freight workers by
creating a new emergency board to
resolve the remaining disputes and
impose a settlement in 65 days.

decision, the justices created strict
new standards that will make it
harder for prisoners to challenge in
federal courts the constitutionality of
state court proceedings.
OZONE LAYER IN DANGER.
The loss to the earth's protective
ozone layer is probably even worse
than shown in recent satellite
observations, a leading researcher
told
Congress
yesterday.
F.
Sherwood Rowland, co-author of a
revealing 1974 study, said the total
wintertime loss over Canada and the
northern U.S. since 1969 could be
estimated at 10 percent.

"America and Britain
bearing the donor's name. The
barrels will serve as depositories for
glass, aluminum, and paper.

are practicing
international

PSST! Want a quick $50? Just
urinate into this bag. That's the
scam that allowed U. of Southern
California
football
players
to
regularly cheat on their drug tests,
according to a source identified only
as a "former linebacker." Students
would sell their "clean" urine to
players, who would then hide a bag
of it in their pants, using surgical
tubing to fill the specimen cup
under the claims the major reason
for the cover-up was cocaine.

contraception...
Let's take off the
5,000-mile-long
condom."
--Steve DiMattia 93 of B.IF
Society, referring to the
proposal to colonize England
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Worcester convention
features author Dahl
and HC faculty
"When a candidate came to your
town in the 1800s, he was the
biggest and the only show in town,"
said Dahl.
renowned,
Robert Dahl, a
Dahl blamed the "enormous
political scientist, was the guest complexity" of modern policy-making
speaker at the New England for the gradual decline in the
Association's
Science
Political
importance of politics in the 20th
at the
held
annual convention
century. Dahl stated that the vast
Worcester Marriot Hotel last
domain of the state has inflated the
Salurday.
number of public policies, each of
is becoming increasingly
which
brought
convention,
The
complex.
professors from over. 50 different
Dahl considered it a "very
colleges and universities around the
panel worrisome and enduring problem"
country to engage in
political issues that "policy elites" create policy
discussions on
ranging from "Democratization in which the general populace simply
Africa" to "Issues in the History of cannot understand.
"The result is that there is a
Political Thought."
whole domain of public policy
A number of Holy Cross
far
is
which
decision-making
professors contributed to the panels, removed from the public itself,"
including Professors David Schaefer, Dahl said.
Stephen Pelletier, Hussein Adam,
With the expansion of the
and Judith Chubb, chair of the
government's responsibilities, Dahl
political science department.
said that Americans expect their
presidents, governors, and mayors to
debates,
Despite the interesting
solve many of today's
singlehandedly
Chubb said Dahl's appearance was
issues.
complex
significant
most
the
perhaps
a
is
presidency
"Today's
attractions of this year's convention.
the
and
mediocrity
of
succession
"It is rare when a man of such
significance and talent speaks in road to governor goes nowhere,"
stated Dahl. "The problems are so
Worcester," said Chubb.
complex and the expectations are so
Dahl, now retired and in his
high that major officeholders are
seventies, began by warning his
often doomed to failure."
audience that much of what he
Dahl linked the decline of
would be saying would "naturally be
political parties with the increasingly
a rehash of my old ideas." Dahl then
apolitical American public. He
proceeded to discuss what he
explained that political parties
termed "the irreversible decentering
reduce burden on the ability of the
of politics in American society."
electorate to make rational political
decisions.
Dahl said that politics no longer
"Parties simplify the issues and
has the prominent place that it did
reduce the number of decisions the
in 19th century America or in other
public has to make," said Dahl.
modern democracies. Dahl said that
Dahl said that citizens now vote
1840 was about the last time politics
for individual preference rather than
was attractive to Americans.
party preference, making it much
more difficult for the general
populace to determine the probable
outcomes of elections.
Dahl further argued that the
public is constantly misinformed of
go H-1 Visas
political issues due to the perfection
*Permanent Residence
and
technology
modern
of
'Employer Preference
techniques of mass communication.
This "media manipulation" has led
Petitions
to the perfection of the art of lying.
'Labor Certification
"Lying has always been prevalent
in politics, but the capacity for lying
*Applications at I.N.S.
used to be much more limited," said
or Embassies
Dahl. "Today's media techniques
people into
easily manipulate
believing the nonrational."
Immigration Law
Dahl said political lying is only
Consultations, Planning
by a new ethic in America
enhanced
and Representation.
which protects politicians from
criticism for media manipulation. He
compared political campaigning to
Law Offices of
the public's acceptance of cigarette
advertising.
RICHARD L. IANDOLI
"In this country it's justified to
& ASSOCIATES
people hooked on nicotine
get
36 Melrose Street
they're making the decision
because
Boston, MA 021 16
to get hooked. It's also become
to
politicians
for
acceptable
manipulate the truth, because
( \I I HII I 1111
people make the choice to be
manipulated."
11-834-3604
By CHRIS SERRES
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

IMMIGRATION

Marian Hanshaw (top) and Dawn Thistle make a musical offering at
the April 17 memorial service for Professor Suzanna Waldbauer, who
died in March.

SG91 500US
Student Government Association
elections finally concluded on April
17, ending a month-long barrage of
campaigning that began with the cochair elections in March.
The result of spring break and
Easter vacation being only two
weeks apart was a prolonged
campaign season of promises,
platforms, and slogans. These were
most prevalent among the elections
for the class of 1994. Kimball and
many of the dorms were covered
with signs and sheets exhorting firstyear students to vote for a number
of their classmates.
It seems to be a fact of life at
Holy Cross that the first- year
students have a tendency to overcampaign. In sharp contrast are the
sophomores and juniors; they have
(or at least in last Wednesday's
election) decidedly less publicity
involved with their campaigns.

A few hours,
each week,
is appreciated!

First-year students, and students
of all classes, for that matter, should
have the ability to know more about
candidates than just their catchy
slogans or vague platforms. Some
sort of forum should be established
for either speeches or debate, just
as there is for the co-chair elections.
The volume of candidates would
not make this an easy task, but at
the very least a five minute speech
by each one would give students a
clearer idea of who they were voting
for.
NEXT MEETING: The newly
elected SGA will meet for the first
time on Monday, April 22 at 7 p.m.
in Hogan 403. Several clubs will be
seeking the approval of the SGA.
These clubs include a "Ballroom
Dancing" club, the Hispanic Student.
Union, and their counterpart,
"ASIA", formed by Asian Holy CMS

students.

The Samaritans of South Middlesex
is seeking volunteers to befriend lonely,
depressed or suicidal people. Our 24-hour
confidential hotline is staffed entirely by
volunteers...ordinary people like you,
who care. Please call today!

(508)875-4500

The
Samaritans
of South Middlesex
73 Union Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES BULLETIN BOARD
Consortium students Spanish National Honor
Socie
ty
induc
ts
fourt
een
chari
ty cash
clean for
By SHEILA TORMEY
NEWS STAFF
Students from Holy Cross raised
over $800 for charity Saturday at
this year's Hunger Cleanup in
Worcester.
The Hunger Cleanup is a
national community service event
held every year. In 1990, it involved
14,000
volunteers
and
raised
$200,000. Almost $1000 of that
money was raised by the 43 Holy
Cross students who participated.
Twenty-nine Holy Cross students,
as well as
students from Clark
University volunteered. Most of the
volunteers were female.
The students split into three
groups. They cleaned three lots:
Oread Place, Tainter Street and
Benefit Terrace. The volunteers
cleared the lots by hand and then
the garbage was removed by several
trucks.
Holy Cross volunteers raised
$806. The money was pledged by
individual and group sponsors per
hour of velunteer work. Francis

Worley '94, one of the volunteers,
raised $169 alone.
Alice Camille, a member of the
Chaplain's Office, was a volunteer at
the Beacon Hill site. She said she
was amazed by the number of
community members who came out
to help with the cleanup. They had
all been aware of the problem, she
said, but the task was so large they
lacked the initiative to do anything.
Camille said the man who lives
next door to the lot was particularly
grateful. In reference to her and the
other workers, he kept saying
"You're Godsend."
Half of the money raised will go
toward the efforts of Student
Coalition
of
Hunger
and
Homelessness
to
implement
cooperative housing programs on
Canterbury Street in Worcester.
The other half will go to support
international grassroots projects
dealing with sustainable agriculture.
Sustainable agriculture promotes
food self sufficiency in the Third
World. It is small scale and does not
cause long term damage to the
environment.

By MARYBETH SPOSTITO
SPECIAL TO NEWS
In a ceremony held on Monday
afternoon 14 new candidates were
welcomed into Sigma Delta Pi, the
Spanish
National
Honor
Organization.
Omicron Epsilon, the college's
chapter of the society has existed for
eight years to honor those students
who have achieved excellence in
Hispanic studies here at Holy Cross.
The process of enrollment is
selective and requires its members
to have studied at least two courses
in Hispanic literature. Sigma Delta
Pi expects its members to go beyond
a mere appreciation of the language.
The society rewards those who cross
barriers and contribute something of
their cultural experience to those of
the English speaking community.
The society itself does its part to
cultivate a sense of community
among those fostering a passion for

the study of the Spanish language
and Hispanic culture. It offers a
variety of scholarships and other
opportunities to members through
its biannual publication "Entre
Nosotros."
The induction ceremony took the
form of a "fiesta" with Spanish
professors, TAs and past and
present members in attendance.
"Spanish
Day"
included
a
panoramic view of Spain through
slides depicting Study Abroad
students experiences, typical Spanish
dishes and some Spanish music.
The 1991 newly elected members
of Sigma Delta Pi are: Meghan
Christopher, Joanna M. Ciampi,
Christopher J. Cotter, Rita E.
Cutarelli, Anne
M. Kennedy,
Suzanne M. MacKay, Anne T.
Mara, Lara M. Pico, Kristin M.
Reichardt, Margaret D. Richardson,
Todd R. Rossignol, Stacey A.
Swelko, Julie A. Thomas, and
Kathryn Vincent.

Slide-lecture to be presented
by Harvard scholar
Pamela J. Russell of the Perseus
Project of Harvard University will be
the speaker at the April meeting of
the Worcester Society of the
Archaeological Institute of America.
Her slide-lecture, which is open
free to the public, will be at 8 p.m.
April 22 in room 120 of Stein Hall
at Holy Cross College.
Russell's talk is titled "A Portrait
nf a Bronze Age Town in Cyprus:

'The Riches of Kalavasos-Ayios
Dhimitrios.' She will describe her
recent discoveries of rich tombs and
a palace at a major late Bronze Age
(1400-1200 B.C.) site in southern
Cyprus. One of the tombs contained
great quantities of gold jewelry and
interesting imported material from
Egypt and Syria.
Her talk is co-sponsored by the
Holy Cross Classics Department.

The views expressed by the organizations in "Student Activities
Bulletin Board" are not necessarily those of The Crusader.

Jen Patterman '94 cleans up empty lots in Worcester with the help of
two area children, Katrina Stoliker, 11, and Aneliza Silva, 9.
The Crwaikr
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Great Haircut.
HC
Great Price Cut.
That's GreatCuts!
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PROFESSIONAL HAIR CUTTING FOR MEN,
WOMEN,AND CHILDREN
REGULARLY $9.00
NOW ONLY
OFFER VALID ONLY WITH
THIS COUPON. For a limited
time, GreatCuts is reducing
the price on our regular
precision haircut. Save $2.00
on the best haircut in town
from the professional stylists
at GreatCuts!
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER EXPIRES
6/1/91 NOT TO BE USED WITH ANY OTHER
COUPON OR PROMOTION ONLY VALID AT
STORE LISTED BELOW c 1991 DREATCUTS

[heatCuts ...forgreatlooking hair!
WORCESTER next to McDonald's at 580 Lincoln Street(508)853-7881 Hours M & F 9-9,
I
Tues • Aled., Thur. 9-8, Sat 9-6 DOWNTOWN WORCESTER 507 Main Street(508)756-4752 I
Hours M-F 9-8, Sat 9-6 No appointment necessary at GreatCuts
16 ONO III 110 WI 1111 In III III III III III III III III III III Oli a III III Ili III III
III AI
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DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE
TO AND FROM,
LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT%4?

For Reservations Call:
(508)839-6252
Inside Massachusetts

Out Of State

1-800-227-7005

1-800-822-5456

Marlbere/FromInghor Amo Coll: 879-2363
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Yale's Kenyan novelist discusses his literature
By DANITA BECK AND
CHRISTINA QUIGLEY
Imprisonment, exile, war and
language - these are the four issues
which are dear to author Ngagi Wa
Thiongo. Thiongo grew up in wartorn Kenya, was later imprisoned by
the government and is currently in
exile and teaching literature at Yale
University.
On Thursday, April 11, Holy
Cross hosted the Kenyan novelist as
he spoke about the connection
between literature and politics.
At his first lecture in Stein 102,
Thiongo gave a personal account of
his development as an African
writer. Professor Hussein Adam's
Politics and Literature of Africa
class participated in an African
Village conversation with Thiongo.
The second lecture was a more
casual forum, allowing the author to
relate anecdotes and take questions.
Thiongo traced the evolution of
his work in light of the problems a
political writer faces with regard to
authority, freedom and personal
identification.
He
was detained without trial by the
Kenyan government from December
1977 until December 1978.
He amused the audience by
telling about the confiscation of his
surrealistic satire, Devil on the
Cross, which he wrote in prison on

Kenyan novelist Ngugi Wa Thiango, whose works are considered
subversive, was exiled from his homeland.
pieces of toilet paper. The guards
were not after the novel, just the
extra toilet paper, which Thiongo
said resembled notebook paper
rather than "White Cloud." The
novel was recovered by a fellow
inmate before it was put to its more
natural use.
Thiongo began writing while in
Makere University in Kampala,
While at Makere, he
Uganda.
wrote his first novel, Weep Not,
Child. The novel reveals how all the
members of a Kenyan peasant

family deal with the crisis of the
Mau Mau uprisings.
The story also traces the
education of its main character
Njoroge. It is a poignant portrayal
of a young man attempting to gain
an education while his family and
his state arc in crisis. The story is
made more poignant when one
realizes that this is the time in which
Thiongo grew up,
"It was only natural," said Thiongo
at the second lecture "that I should
choose this time period to write

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

about.
The
book
was
autobiographical in the over-all
experiences that form the novel."
Thiongo read a passage from
Weep not, Child, which illustrates
the different perspectives an African
farmer and a white settler had
about the same plot of colonized
African land.
At the second lecture, Thiongo
discussed this theme by explaining
the process of colonization. He
explained how the Kikuyu were
robbed of their native economic and
political systems and how this quest
for control eventually led to the
control of their culture and
mentality.
After Makere, Thiongo attended
Leeds University in Great Britain.
While at Leeds, he continued
writing, publishing, The River
Between. He also wrote A Grain of
Wheat, while on a train in England.
He swore to himself that it
would be his last novel because he
felt he could better reach his
audience, the Kikuyu farmers, with
drama in their native tongue. He
did, however, write one more novel
in English, Petals of Blood, before
saying farewell to the language.
Thiongo's subsequent novels and
plays have all been in Kikuyu.
Thiongo describes his latest
novel, Matigarai, as a novel about a
man who walks around asking
questions about truth and justice.
At the second lecture, he
explained his excitement with how
well the novel was popularly
received in Kenya. It became an
instant success, so much so that
Matigarai, the protagonist, became a
folk hero. When word reached the
Kenyan government about the
subversive Matigarai, a warrant was
issued for the fictional character's
arrest.
Eventually,
the
government
realized the "subversive" was actually
a fictional character. All copies of
the book were confiscated, and
today Matigarai is available only in
translation outside of Kenya.
When asked about his creative
process, Thiongo explained that
interest in the creative processes of
other artists allows him to be more
direct when addressing his own
creativity.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.

TO FINIS OUT MORE:CONTACT CAPTAIN MICHAEL SLAVIN
AT(508)752-7209 or 831-5268

Everyone has a reason to ride in the Clean Air Challenge But the best one Is that its a simple, fun way
to raise funds to light air pollution. So whether you
cycle like a pro, or just love the scenery, gear up for
a good time.
CLF.AN
Saturday, May MIL
A I R ASSOCIATION.
Call 1-11100-622-211M•
chaumar
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Pro-life sponsors heated debate
during awareness week
By TAMARA WILSON
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
As a culmination of their abortion
awareness week, the Pro-life group sponsored a panel last Thursday night which
presented four perspectives on the abortion issue. Fr. Ronald Mercier addressed
the issue from the view of a moral theologian as well as a church pastor. Kelly Jefferson spoke as a feminist for life. Lianne
Azevedo is the former director of an organization called Women Exploited by
Abortion, and Ruth Pakaluk is the President of Mass. Citizens for Life.
Mercier opened the discussion by
speaking through the Christian tradition.
"The human being is the summit of creation," therefore Christianity emphasizes
the value and the dignity of human life,
according to Mercier. In response to the
self-posed question "When does life
begin?" he answered that it is beyond any
discipline to determine when life begins
for "God only knows." In cases where it
is uncertain whether or not life exists we
"must act to safeguard what could be life.
We must choose the dignity of life over
the expediency of action," said Mercier.
He continued that freedom of choice has
a social context and therefore cannot be
restricted to the negation of life. "It must
extend to the dignity of life in all ways.
Freedom is linked to communal responsibility," according to Mercier.
Kelly Jefferson is a pro-life feminist.
According to Jefferson "Anyone who is
pro-abortion can't truly be in favor of
human rights because they are mutually
restrictive." Her main argument is that
"Human rights are yours through the fact
of your humanity," therefore the pro-life
stance is completely compatible with
feminism, according to Jefferson. "Deny-

SGA .
(Continued from Page 1)

Class of 1992
ing rights to the unborn is like denying
President
- Jennifer Thompson
rights to women or minorities," she conVice
President
- Margaret Snyder
tinued. "Abortion is rooted in deception,
Secretary
Jennifer Murtaugh
and this deception is aimed at women, the
Treasurer - Heather Fouche
group it is supposed to protect."
Jefferson concluded by saying that "reproductive freedom" is not the fundament Class of 1993
of the feminist movement, but rather the President - Bill Miller
right not to be oppressed and the right to Vice President - Michelle Fugere
equality are its basis, just as they are the Secretary - Lori Russell
basis of the pro-life movement.
Treasurer - Theresa Osypuk
Azevedo,the former director of Women
Exploited by Abortion began her discussion with a personal testimony ofabortion. Class of 1994
At the age of 19 Azevedo was raped, be- President - Joshua Farrell
came pregnant, and then had an abortion. Vice President - Maryellen Gruska
Although she knows that she was not at Secretary - Jane Whitehouse
fault for "the initial sin, I chose sin as a Treasurer - Steve Stack
reaction to it.""My assailant is still alive,
but my baby isn't." Azevedo continued, Athletic Council - Chris Auth '92
"I was responsible (for the abortion). I (Major); Edward Kubosiak '92
didn't deserve to be raped, but my child (Minor); and Kurt Sanger '93 (Nonpaid the consequences."
athlete)
Now Azevedo has been reconciled with
the church, and does post-abortion counseling with other women who have been
in similar situations. She says,"Jesus paid
the price for my sin." Now, she says she (Continued from Page 1)
looks to the Bible, which she calls "the
each speaker
first piece of pro-life literature written,"
exceeding
speech
not
would
give
a
for aid.
be open
which
would
eight
minutes,
The final speaker was Ruth Pakaluk,
anytime.
anyone
at
questioning
by
to
the current President of Mass. Citizens for
"Heckling
is
emphasized,
He
Life. Pakaluk opened by citing various
encouraged."
facts about abortion. She said that there
extremely
are 1.6 million abortions a year in Mass.,
Crusader DeMattia initiated the
which means that 1/4 of all pregnancies
debate
by proposing that the United
in this country end in abortion, whereas
annex England and
States
should
in Mass. 1/3 of all pregnancies are
incorporate it as its fifty-first state.
aborted, according to Pakaluk.
He asserted that the two nations
Pakaluk continued by stating that less
have been "trying to get back into
than 3% of all abortions are so-called
"hard case abortion" - (rape, incest, or
bed with each other for centuries,"
risk of the mother's life).
Judge
Hamilton's
and
hailed
Anglophilia as a recognition of this
trend.
DeMattia cited cultural evidence,
such as England's fascination with
the New Kids on the Block and
America's affinity for Monty Python,
to further support his claim. He
argued that America and Britain are
"international
practicing
contraception," and urged the two
nations to "take off the fivethousand mile long condom" in
order to let their respective cultures
further intermingle.

Student Activities Fees Commitee Brian Oates '93 (1 yr.);
Sara Leahy '93 (2 yr.); Eileen
Devine '92, Nick Aieta '92, Chris
Shortell '94, Margaret Snyder '92
(all re-elected)
Commencement Committee Chair Kerry Robinson '92
College Judicial Board - Jennifer
Erickson '92; Brian Smith '93
Educational Affairs Committee
Chris Cunniffe '93 (2 yr);
Andy Paquette '92 (1 yr.)
Committee on Student Affairs
Jennifer Murphy '93 (2 yr.);
Mary Briggs '93 (2 yr.); Mark
Dursin '92 (1 yr.)

Debate . . .

What do these people
have in common?

The answer is that they are all ASSUMPTIONISTS who see Assumption
College as the place where they can serve the mission of the Church in
the field of higher education.
Besides sponsoring the college, ASSUMPTION ISTS are also committed to help spread God's Kingdom in parishes, Hispanic ministry, research, missions, ecumenism,journalism and many other ways in over 25
countries throughout the world.
We invite you to contact us, visit us and spend time sharing and learning
about our vision and mission. Please write to us at the addresses below.

Vocation Director
St. Augustine Community
101 Barry Road
Worcester, MA 01609
508-753-1408
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Vocation Director
Our Lady of Guadalupe Church
229 West 14th Street
New York, NY 10011
'212-255-6258

DeMattia presented the mutual
Anglo-American
of
advantages
England,
he reasoned,
integration:
civility, and
tradition,
would provide
would
America
passion, while
contribute Nintendo, good pizza,
and the spirit of laziness that would
allow the uptight British to better
enjoy themselves.
the
summarized
DeMattia
government position by saying, "Not
since Adam and Eve have two
entities come together so perfectly."
Gallagher
leader
Opposition
proposed a "return to the good old
days" of English rule. He argued,
"America is politically, culturally,
and sexually bankrupt."
Furthermore, he queried, "Who
wants to live in the land of the free
when he can live in the land of
Gallagher
glory."
and
hope
summarized the opposition stance
Winston
with a quote from
with
problem
Churchill: "The
America is that the papers are too
thick and the toilet paper is too
thin."
The BJFs Fantozzi focused upon
the political advantages of English
statehood, primarily the protection
America would provide England
from a potential German takeover.
On the other hand, he said England

would give America 'better beer
and a lower drinking age."
Oxford's Bibas (who won best
speaker at the 1990 World Debate
Championships in Toronto) followed
with a speech consisting largely of
sexual innuendos.
He
refuted
the
political
advantages of English statehood,
and characterized Dan Quayle as a
"national embarassment" with "the
foresight of Stevie Wonder." He
additionally referred to Judge
Hamilton as a "vice-president of
Hair Club for Men."
HC's Riley
explained
that
England needs the U.S. for
economic protection from the newly
reunited
Germany. From
this
standpoint, he asserted, "We need
each other and we want each other."
Oxford's Issa revealed that the
BJF had to "bribe him (Hamilton)
not to wear a skirt" (see photo in
the March 1 issue of the Crusader).
She argued English superiority,
gave
you
reasoning,
"We
Shakespeare, and you gave us
Mickey Mouse." She emphasized
that colonization is unfeasible
"Americans
are
because,
monumentally
unpopular
in
England."
BJF anchor Cawley wrapped up
by
the
government argument
likening the opposition's effort to a
Professor Hamilton lecture: "very
high in style, but very low in
content."
He
envisioned
the
possibilities of an Anglo-American
cultural hybridization, such as
"Alistair Cooke presents Teenage
Mutant Ninja poets." He concluded
by advocating "taking the best of
both" cultures.
Oxford's McCurley, summarizing
the opposition platform, rebuked an American attempt to seize "a piece
of the British crumpet," and rather
supported taking "a big slice of
American pie." He concluded, "It's
silly to say we should colonize
England."
Following the debate, a voice
vote was taken among those in
attendance. After an apparently split
response, Judge Hamilton declared,
"The nays have it," thus giving
Oxford the victory.
The Oxford contingent, near the
end of a two-week American tour,
presented their opponents with
plaques of appreciation at the
conclusion of the evening.
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Careers Calendar
Bankers
American
The
Association's Summer Internships
Program offers both paid and
unpaid internship opportunities to
the
project-oriented
student
interested in gaining experience in
its Accounting, Banking Profession,
Organizations,
Banking
Communications, Convention and
Services,
Human
Meetings
Resources, or Economic Policy &
Government Relations departments.
All current undergraduate students
are eligible for these Washington
D.C. positions. Contact information
and detailed position descriptions
the Career
are available in
Resource Room, Hogan 203.
The First Boston Corporation, a
full-service international investment
bank headquartered in New York
City, is seeking qualified individuals
for two-year Investment Banking
Analyst positions in both its Boston
May
and New York offices.
graduates of all disciplines withe
excellent analytical and writing skills
are encouraged to apply for these
very competitive positions. Resumes
may be submitted through the OffCampus Recruiting Program no
later than 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
April 24th in Hogan 203.
Privately owned RJR Nabisco
Inc., one of the largest tobacco and
food operations in the world with a
portfolio of strong brand names, is
now accepting applications for the
position of Sales Representative in

Monday, April 22, Hogan
519, at 3:00 Rebecca Rimnels
Fenwick Project: Political and
Intellectual Influences on the
Development of Mathematics
in Ancient Greece
Wednesday, April 24, Library Faculty Room,at 3:00
Margaret Casey
The Brechtian Politics of Art
Thursday, April 25, Fenwick 495, at 4:00 Patricia
Lawrence Non Western Arts
in Western Museums: The
Problematic of Japanese Arts
Friday, April 26, Library
Browsing Room, at 4:00
Sarah-Joy Hunter
Senegalese Women: ComAnalysis
of
parative
Economic Development in
Sine-Salotnn and Dakar
Monday, April 29, Library
Faculty Room, at 3:00 Jill
Hazel Breaking Down the
Walls: A Woman's Search for
Identity in Jane Eyre and "The
Yellow Wallpaper"
Wednesday, May 1, Library
Faculty Room,at 11:00 Don
Whitehead
Writing
Original
an
Screenplay

multiple New England locations.
Resumes may be submitted
through the Off-Campus Recruiting
Program and must be received in
the Career Resource Room, Hogan
203, no later than 4:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, April 30th.
The Human Resource and
Research Staffs of Brigham and
Women's Hospital, 75 Francis
Street, Boston, will be hosting an
Open House from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
Considering a career in
p.m.
administration
healtcare
or
miss
research?
Don't
this
opportunity to see this facility first
hand. Call (617) 732-5790 collect
for more details.
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Classifieds
CON
CHASE
AUTUMN
'DOMINIUMS
2 BEDROOM CONDOS.
Fully applianced Kitchen
Parking Section
Laundry
.$750.00 - negotiable
Call Lorraine, 865-6849 or 839
• 6089
-

-

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION
504-6418003 EXT. 3466

COMING NEXT WEEK
Monday, April 22nd: "Interviewin
g Skills"
Workshop
in
Hogan Campus Center at 1 pm.
"Resume Writing" Workshop in
Hogan Campus Center at 4 pm.
Tuesday, April 23rd: "Interviewing
Skills Workshop in Hogan Campus
Center at 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 24th: "3raduate
School Seminar" Workshop in Ho
gan Campus Center at 1 pm and
at
4pm.
again
Friday, April 26th: Open House at
Women's
and
Bregham
Hospital, Boston, from 10am to 5
pm.

;Southbridge Street. Autumn Chase
Condo. 2-3 Bedrooms w/parkitIg.
Available July 1 $1075 per month.
'Call 508-358-7279.

Instant Passport Photos
.
10q Discoi nt
Portraits-G i aduation- Weddings
Melikian Studio
421 Main treet (Downtown)
Worcester Ma
754-7106
Call for appointment ' 1:00-5:30

The Holy Cross Cofkge
5-fenors Program
invites you to the
fetrowing presentations by
Senior Honors Students of their
theses:
Wednesday, May 1, Library
Faculty Room, at 1:00
Marie O'Brien
Women in the Writings of
Maragaret Atwood: Wye,
Sex and Change

Wednesday, May 1, Library
Faculty Room, at 4:00 Amy
Breau
What Never Stays With Us:
A Collection of Poetry

Wednesday, May 1, Library
Faculty Room, at 2:00
Maria L. Ruckwardt
The Relationship Between
Science and Christian Faith in
the Western World

Thursday, May 2, Hogau
403,at 11:00 Michael Lyons
A Reverse Mutation Assay in
Plasmid pBR322

Wednesday, May 1, Library
Faculty Room, at 3:00 William F. Blaufuss
Athletics and Academics:
Where is the Balance in
Higher Education?

Thursday, May 2, Hogan
403,at 1:30 Elizabeth Miller
Coping Strategies of HIV
Positive Women

CONDO AVAILABLE!
Bright, new 3rd floor, 2 bedroom
condo at 920 Southbridge Street.
Living room, modern kitchen, gas
heat, central air conditioning
washer and dryer, refrigerator,
stove, parking. Available July 1,
1991. Reserve now for best offer at
$880 per month incl. utilities. Call
508-779-6711 x.2 I 13 after & call
508-865-7157.

Apartment Availah e.
2nd/3rd floor apar men s available
at 17 Bo: , n Street Cal Paul Hoey
at 885-741' or lei ve , iessage on
machine.

Sky-lit Autumn Chase apartment
available from June 1,1991. 2
bedroom with fully applianced kitchen.
Accomodates 3 people. Beds provided.
12 month lease preferred. Call
Steve at 865-4433(di' , or S65-2492.

.
Condo, for rent - top floor - 920
Southbridge St. 2 bedrooms - off street
parking - laundry - Avail. June 1. 7979061 Eves.

Thurday,
, May 2, Library
Faculty Room,at 2:00 Tracy
Tews
Understanding the Power of
the Ocean Experience
Thursday, May 2, Library
Faculty Room, at 3:00 Patrick Nagle
David Dellinger, The Making
of an American Radical
Thursday, May 2, Library
Faculty Room, at 4:00
George Grattan
"Damned Mob of Scribbling
Women"? The Other American Renaissance
Friday, May 3, Swords 359,
at 9:00 Mark Miller
Dibucaine Analogues
Friday, May 3,Swords 359,
at 11:00 Marie Peters
Synthesis and Characterization of d4 Transition Metal
Compounds
Friday, May 3, Library
Browsing Room, at 1:00
Betsy Bodenrader
Struggling to Tell Her Story:
Clarissa and the Heroines of
Interpretation
Friday, May 3, Library
Browsing Room, at 2:00
Brad Lisak
Horror Fiction and the Religious: A Functional Relationship'?
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LOOK AT ALL
THE DOORS
YOUR COLLEGE
DEGREE
WILL OPEN.
MOM

MN

OMR

MOOT

MOSTAR

TEMPO

Get $500 to use as cash back or a down payment.
Plus pre-approved credit for qualified college graduates.
Ford even easier, we can show you other special incentives
After years of midterms and final exams, your New
that may apply,
England Ford Dealer doesn't think buying a car should
So visit your New England Ford Dealers. Because,
be another difficult test.
as you travel down the road to success, there's one thing
That's why we offer students graduating between
you should know.
October 1, 1989 and December 31, 1991 the Ford College
It's easier if you drive.
Graduate Purchase Program.
The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program.
Four-year college grads, grad school graduates
For More Information Call:
and grad school students are eligible for
1-800-321-1536. To qualify you must
$500 cash back and pre-approved credit
take delivery by December 31, 1991.
on every 1990,'91, and '92 Ford car
FORD
and light truck in stock.
'Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown
Victoria. FSeries Pick-Up. Bronco. Eton°line. and Club Wagon.
Plus, to make buying a new
FORD DEALERS

NM ENGLAND
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Holy Cross College Choir
presents

MOZART
REQUIEM,KV626
(Restored version by Franz Beyer)

Bicentennial Commemorative Performance
with

Brahms:Nanie, Op. 82
Guest Soloists
St. James Chamber Orchestra
Bruce I. Miller, Conductor
Friday, April 19th, 1991
St. Joseph Memorial Chapel
College of the Holy Cross
No Admission Charge

8:00 PM
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Gift "Crusade" falls short
Editor's Note: The following letter
addressed to Ms. Eileen Whyte '91.
and Mr. Michael Delaney '91, -cochairpersons of the Senior Gift
Committee. It was submitted to
The Crusader with a cover letter
which stated, in part,- that those who
signed this article "are refraining
from contributing [to the Senior Gift
"Crusade") as a matter of principle,
not of forgetfulness...There are some
who disagree with college policy ahd
would like to see a change." To
date, the undersigned has'not had a
response from the Committee•except
for letters, postcards and telephone
calls reminding them of "The
Crusade."

Senior Class should pay for such an
portrait of Edith Stein nor of St
article.
• Ignatius Loyola could further the
I feel that the funds which are
College's mission of • creating men
collected from the Senior class
and women for others.
I • am
should be used to further educate
disappointed and do not feel I am
the classes of the future. The idea• • obligated to contribute to something
for lighting of the Dinand *library
with 'which I disagree.
was a worth cause because of the
• I do not mean to vent my
poverty of lighting in that dangerous
frustrations on* you personally. You
area. .
both have worked hard in collecting
However, it wash not approved. I
these funds for a good cause. I am
did recommend .in the suggestion
disappointed, however, in the policy
boxes that the monies be used to set
of the College and would like the
up. .
a scholarship fund.
*.The
;Crusade" to know how I feel.
explanation of This suggestion's
Joan M. McDonagh '91
economic Problems Aid convince me
Laurie M. Fuchs '91
that this was not feasible.
Rosemary
Baker '91
• However, in the light of
George P. Gratton '91
advancement, for future classes;
John M. Himmelberg
projects such as book buying for the
'Rosanne
S. Achfn '91.
libraries
thank you .very much for your
or .student
prograin
Melissa Domaloan '91
letter of Ma/Zit 18,. 1991, asking,.. improvements should be cOnsidered.
Todd Bernard '91
•
once again for a contribution to the
The College has refused ,to include
David Mitchell '91
Senior
the possibilities which do not leave a
Class.
Gift
Crusade.
Alison Simoneau '91
However, I would like to explain
physical representation of the class
Tara Ogli.1 '91
that I shall not be contributing to
within 'its bcundaries.
▪ Christopher Butler '91
.• the Crusade. I feel that the portrait
I am sorry if I sound flippant in
Vincent P. Fiore '91
• of St. Ignatius Loyola would be an
saying that this .is a selfish endeavor
M. Sean Loftus '91 enhancing addition to the campus. I ,on jhe past . of • the College's
Patrick
Terlonge '91
• .do not .tielievp, however; that the
administration. I do not see how a
-Kristin M. Pineo '91

• Thanks for
.Pax Christi supports
clean-up
.

To the Editor:

•

S.

The Main South Alliance would. .•
like to thank the'Holy Cross Student
Coalition on • Homelessness and''
• Housing for helping clean up several
.litter strewn lots in the Main South
• 'area on April 13..
We would
like - to thank
Supetintendent of Grounds, James
Long, for the use of rakes - and
. brooms used for the clean-up
project as well as Hogan Food
Services Manager Joyce Plante for
the use of the cooler and punch.
Once again, "Thank you!"
•

•

Debra'Lockwood
The Main South'Alliance for Public
•
Safety
•
•

"Sideburns"-.
sideswiped
i
;To-the Editor:

.

.

In. response to the article
"Sidelined . by Sideburns," (The
CriJsader, April 12, 1991) we. would
just like to add one .thinglo David
. Burrell's stimula,ting and ever so
thOugh-piovoking commentaly: Why
don't you get a haircut and. tell
everyone about it,.11ecanse isn't that
exactly what ybut attempt is 'doing?
• "prolesing your own so-6'W, or at
• least self-proclaimed diversity?' •
To •be diffeent, you claim, is:to
• be silent about your differences, so
why don't.you sinimer down and put
• a lid on it..your "different" hairstyle,
that is
••

The Crew'Sluti

•

Women's Forum

•

Top Ten Excuses
People.Have for
Not Parking within
.the White Lines in
the Student
Parking Lot •
10. I need rny personal space.
.9. I don't belive in lines that divide
us from reaching our full potential
Of ultimate unity and solidarity with
one another.
•
8. Those white lines give me terrible
fears of a cocaine relapse.
7. Thousands of Kurds are dying
every day, and all you care about is
whether I park within the lines or
not?

•

6.
a •childhood.thing: My 'dad
used to yell at me for coloring
outside the lines. I guess this is a
form of'rebellion.
5. Insidp the lines? I thought you
were supposed to park on the lines!
4. Since I don't have a parking
sticker, I get a 'sick pleasure of
taking spaces from people who have
a legitimate right to park here.
3. Sorry...I was penning.
2. Give me a break. I learned how
to park from a crippled old geezer
named Mel Binder.
•

1. Lines? What lines?'
•
•
•
•
,
.
. .
•
hatied and intolerance thai,, in.the final
•
To.the F.4iitor: •
analysis, is essenlially destructive. We de-'
As Pax Christi, we would like to express plere this endeavor to silence the Forum, . • Top Ten Intellectual
our support of the.Women's Fonjm as an and indeed all women', through the intimiactive .voice for_ justice and equality at claticiti and fear, of terzoriAm.
'Statements Heard at the.
Holy Cross. Through' sponsoring speak- . --As- meinibersiof.a college with a strong . .
ets, publishing. a journ
. al, and otherwise Christian tradition, all•tof us are calfed-to
- OicfOtd Debate and/or
challenging popular culture, the Frorum jn- love, and. respect each oper despite our"
vites us to ask deep and troubling-ques- differences. We'remind our fellow stuCpinmon Rap Insults
tions about gender relations both at Holy dents tharwhen a brutal attempt is made*
Cross and in the, rest of seciety.
•. to-censor one of qur voices, we all suffer
,
. .
•
We are alardie4 by the threats and vio- We Cannot ebirione the aciiiins of Nemesis.
lence perpetrated on -the Forum in recent through silence. We call on all segments,
months•by the individual (oT gtoup of in- of the college. community to speak out' •
dividuals) that has assumqd the. name against violent censorship and,in favor of - 10:"Shakespeare was a ninny.". ••••
Nemesis. Nottnly are such tactics beneath active of respectfuT dialogue.
the students of a Catholic liberal arts col9.- "You're not satisfied-. yo, queenie,
7
lege, but they ciimmtmicate a message of
Pax ch.r4ti. have a Snickers."
•
•

•

• FirSt Annual

•

•
8. - "Is that the prime. minisler or. the
Pillsbury'Dough Boy:"
7. "Yo, Runk, see your breath."'

. Faculty v5. Student
College.13owl Challep.ge
•

COLLEGE
BOWL

Thursday'
April 25
Hogan 2nd- Stop
7 PM
.

6. "If you:re so Alan, how come
your'not Japanese.",
5. "Bust ?move, you limey."
$ ,
•
4: "OK, yoU•Anglo-TOols, 'cols*" is.
not spelled with ar`u,:let. a clue."'
•
"I-lomeboy, why don't yon talk
about soinethin', you're just talkin'
. loud 4pd sayin.' nothin'."
•
2. "Methinks,.Ich bin ein Berliner."

Varsity Spot of t'fiC*Mind

1. "Forsooth, word.to thy mother."
•.

I

a

•
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THOUGHTJOGGER I Christopher Cunniffe

One man, one mission, ten toes
We pick up our protagonist in
the closing segments of an important
job interview for a position as a
waiter. The scene takes place at the
beginning
summer
of
last
somewhere in the rain forests of
suburban Long Island.
"Mr. Cunniffe, your resume is
impressive.
quite
These
recommendations from your former
employers demonstrate that you can
provide a high level of competence
and commitment."
"Thank you, Mr. McGroom, I
appreciate the compliment. While I
can't promise miracles, I can
guarantee that you won't find an
employee with a more disciplined
work ethic or a better attitude."
"You speak with confidence and
authority, Mr. Cunniffe. You clearly
possess the strong communication
skills that we value highly in our
waiters."
"Can I take this to mean that I
am being offered a position."
"Well, Chris, may I call you
Chris?"
"By all means."
"You
see,
under
normal
circumstances your qualifications
would place you among our most
qualified applicants."
"What do you mean by normal?"
"Chris, this has to be the hardest
part of my job."
"Mr. McGroom, I don't see what
you're getting at."
"Let me cut to the chase. The
fact of the matter is that your feet
are simply much too large for you to
work for our restaurant."
"My feet?"
"Yes, you see, we've found that
waiters with large feet are inevitably
much clumsier • than our employees
with less sizable podiatric features."

geometry skills are required; this
special permission is required."
"Ah, yes, a fantastic course. We
will venture into realms that
Einstein
himself
never
even
dreamed about. You certainly
possess the rudimentary skills that
arc required as well as the thirst for
learning that I look for in all my
applicants."
"Thanks, doc, would you sign my
permission form?"
"I'm sorry Chris, but I'm afraid
that I can't do that."
"I don't understand, you just said
that I was more than qualified."
"Well, certainly you've been
reading the Wall Street Journal."
"Don't be silly professor, you
know that all your students read the
Journal."
"Then you must have read about
James Tobin's recent study. After a
comprehensive analysis, Mr. Tobin
has found that members of the
population with large feet, defined
as size 12 or greater, have a
marginal propensity to fail that is
significantly larger than the rest of

the present. To quote "Spaceballs,"
this is now now.
There you have it, the story of
my life. I could tell you a hundred
anecdotes but the endgame would
always be the same. Need I even
mention the social ostracism that us
big-footers feel (I'm still convinced
that a fear of clumsy dancing skills
is the only explanation for why I
wasn't invited to the Sadics).
But I know that my feet do not
stand alone. Beyond this, I can
assure that these size twelves will no
longer stand still.
I began my quest to end this
discrimination the moment I walked
out of Dr. Clay's office. I figured
that I ought to seek out some big
footed friends in high places who
could sympathize with my cause.
I sent letters out to all the big
foots in Washington. I didn't expect
much from those laissez faire
Republicans, but I wrote the
President anyway.
Though he
promised
nothing
substantial,

"Do not doubt the will and passion of our
cause. Steadily balanced by our large shoes,
we shall stand tall and proud. With big steps
we shall climb the mountains of prejudice
and injustice that block our path to equality."

"That's absurd!"
"I'm sorry, Chris, but anyone with
canal boats like yours is bound to
be tripping over stairs, dropping
trays and bumping into customers.
We simply can't afford to take the
risk."
We next catch up with our
egocentric hero entering the office
of Dr. Albert Maynard Clay, Henry
R. Winkler Professor Economics,
Ralphmalphism, Relativity, Leather,
and Religion here at Holy Cross.
The scene
takes place
one
afternoon
last
fall
during
preregistration.
"Good day, professor."
"Why, Chris, it's a pleasure to
have my most brilliant student pay
me a visit. What can I do for you?"
"Well, I see that you're teaching
a new course next semester."
"Actually, I'm teaching six new
courses."
"Yes, well, this one lists as The
Microeconomic Foundations of the
Universe. The course guide indicates
that advanced econometric research
training and advanced analytic

the population."
"But, professor, you couldn't
possibly follow this methodology.
You
have
praised
my
past
performance in your classroom.
Besides, Milton Friedman wrote a
rebuttal the following week that
shed great doubt upon Mr. Tobin's
findings. If anything, Mr. Friedman
found evidence to the contrary."
"Chris, I assure you that Mr.
Friedman's analysis was not nearly
as diligent. I have performed a
regression analysis on the data
myself and have developed a model
specifically designed to measure the
marginal propensity to fail for
college students. It is clear that
college students exhibit an even
higher empirical value of the MPF
compare to that of the average big
fool"
"Hey, professor, let's avoid the
degrading categorizations."
"My apologies Chris. I hope you
understand my reasoning. Best of
luck in finding another course."
We now join our tragedian in

George did send me this kind and
gentle reply:
Dear Mr. Cunniffe,
Your mission is my mission. Like
yourself, Barbara and I desire to live
in an American where a person
shall be judged by the content of
her/his character and not the size of
her/his foot. In your efforts to break
down this social barrier, you do the
hard work of freedom. You are a
point of light.
Sincerely,
George H.W. Bush
Senator Bill Bradley, former
NBA great and undoubtedly a man
who will someday leave big shoes to
fill,
was
especially
gracious.
Apparently, he had suffered through
similar discriminatory experiences.
To my surprise, Mr. Bradley
informed_ me that he and several
other Democrats had been making
inroads to include a "Big Foot
Rights"
plank
in
the
1992
Democratic platform.
Though impressed with the
President's use of gender inclusive

language, I saw nothing in this
statement to be hopeful about.
However, the big foots on the other
side of the aisle were much more
sympathetic. The Democrats offered
my cause a candle in the dark
chasm that we call American
politics.
Mayor David Dinkins, who
certainly does not require much air
to pump up his Reeboks, was
nonetheless sympathetic to my
distress. He promised that he would
march with a Big Foot Rights group
in next year's St. Patrick's Day
parade no matter how much he was
heckled or spat upon.
However, by far the best
response came from the American
Civil Liberties Union. I was told that
my experience with Dr. Clay would
make a fantastic test case that could
eventually bring the issue before the
Supreme Court.
Most encouraging has been the
response that I have received from
ordinary citizens who have learned
about the noble goals of my cause.
I now head a global organization,
the membership of which has been
growing exponentially since its
inception. We are pursuing the goals
of our organization on three levels.
On this campus, we will be
submitting an SGA amendment that
will prevent the repetition of the
Clay incident. I have spoken to
some of my SAA friends about
borrowing their information booth a
few days a week. Next fall, we will
be participating in Social Concerns
Week. We are hoping for a keynote
speaker who will specifically address
pod iatric discrimination.
In the Congress, we are lobbying
strenuously for the enactment of a
quota bill. The percentage of
employees with big feet that are
hired must be equal to or greater
percentage of the
than the
population with big feet. Fearing
that our efforts may get bogged
down in subcommittee by the
Republicans, we will also pursue our
goals through a Constitutional
amendment.
Additionally, we will also pursue
the passage of a bill to establish
November 19, the day I walked out
of Dr. Clay's office, as National
Excessive Extremities Day. With the
possible exception of Arizona, we do
not anticipate any problems.
Finally, on the international
level, we will pursue through the
auspices of the United Nations the
enactment of economic sanctions
against South Africa and Denmark.
These nations arc notorious for
their persecution of our brothers
and sisters with big feet.
Do not doubt the will and
passion of our cause. Steadily
balanced by our large shoes, we.
shall stand tall and proud. With big
steps, we shall climb the mountains
of prejudice and injustice that block
our path to equality and justice. We
shall overcome.
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ANGRY YOUNG MAN I Dan McLaughlin

The other classroom
It's 9:55 am and you walk into Stein for your ten o'clock class.
Your professor follows a few minutes later and plops down a stack
of exam booklets on the table in front of the room and proceeds to
announce that he or she will "return your blue books at the end of
class."
For the next fifty minutes, we stare at that pile wondering if they
are stacked in alphabetical or in grade order. We consider the
amount of work we did or worry about what we didn't do before
taking the exam. The professor continues to lecture and we take
notes captivated by those books and wondering throughout the class
period what grade we got on that exam.
One should not think that this editorial seeks to disparage the
importance of grades at Holy Cross. Its purpose,' however, is to
demonstrate the necessity to supplement our learning in the formal
classrooms of Stein, Haberlin and Swords through co-curricular
activities: our other classrooms at Hart, in the Fieldhouse, or in
Hogan.
As students, we should not be so caught up in achieving a gradeonly one person's subjective evaluation of our efforts. In a few
years, all we will remember of some of our classes is that the course
title and number appears on a transcript somewhere in a bottom
drawer. However, the skills we earn from participation in activities
outside the lecture hall will remain with us far longer than any grade.
Holy Cross provides the opportunities as well as fosters the
importance of co-curricluar activities. Involvement cap take many
forms. We gain a greater appreciation of the Shakespeare play we
just read in Traditions by attending the Classical Theater Seminar's
production of Julius Caesar. We can discover an appreciation for
classical music at the Mozart Requiem held tonight. We can
understand the plight of other people and cultures by attending
lectures presented by Betty Williams and Ngugi Wa Thiongo. We
can solidify our own position as well as recognize others on
controversial issues by attending Pro-Choice or Pro-Life events.
We can become part of associations to foster social consciousness,
such as Pax Christi, SCOHAH or in the Hunger Cleanup. We can
demonstrate spirit for our Holy Cross by playing in the Marching or
Pep Bands.
We can compete against our friends by playing
Intramurals. We can discover the thespian within all of us through
activity in ACT productions or in the Fenwick Theater. We are able
to hone our writing skills and develop and express our thoughts
through student publications such as The Crusader, the Agora, the
Purple, The Fenwick Review, the Convivium, Connect and the
Women's Forum Journal. We can explore future careers through
the Pre-Law, the Pre-Management, and the Pre-Med societies. We
can assume leadership roles in our classes and at Holy Cross through
the Student Government Association.
In addition, the non-academic activities are just as important in
providing vital social interaction with our peers. The Sadie Hawkins
dance, semi-formals, residence hall events, football games and
tailgates are integral in our mature social development.
This is just a sampling of the many activities available to students
at Holy Cross. These serve not only to give us a respite from
academic pressure but, even more importantly, as building blocks for
our social and personal development. If we graduate from Holy
Cross knowing only how to obtain a grade, we have failed as
students. We must extend ourselves and interests beyond the
classroom and find something to supplement our reading and writing.
We must put aside our books for a little while throughout our
academic careers and do some real learning.

Diamonds are foro
Well, it's that time of year again:
spring is in the air and the sun is
shining. Yes, baseball season is
here again. Now how to say this
without winding up on the spt.Drt
page...
I've always, since before I can
remember, been a Mets fan (brief
pause to allow for booing and
To a casual fan this
hissing).
distinction may not seem important.
But anyone who has truly given
their heart to the game (or any
sport) must understand how much
what we see and experience in
sports can shape our beliefs; the
experience of being a Mets fan is in
fact a rather singular one and has
given me a number of lessons I
might have had to wait years to
learn for myself.
Remaining a committed Mets
partisan, particularly during the
bitter doldrums of 1977-83, requires
that one must be a firm believer in
miracles.
The Miracle Mets of '69 (going
all the, way after never having
previously, , finished higher than
ninth), the almost-miracle of '73

(when a team mired in last place oil
August 31st wound up spilling the
Big Red Machine and came within
one game of overturning thc
vaunted A's dynasty); teams like this
created a tradition of doing the
impossible and snatching victories ill
the most improbable fashion.
A young fan, however, can't live
on tradition alone. I wanted just
once to see a World ChampionshiP
but with all those years in last place
it seemed like just a dream.
1984, however, the team sudden
became successful; by 1986 00
were in the World Series, only to be
pushed to the absolute brink Oi
failure.
The rest, as they say, is history;
will spare Red Sox fans the gon
details, but suffice it to say that the
impossible dream .came true 13
impossible.
The lesson of 1986 and the
ultimata
but
prosperous
disappointing succeeding years (3
string of second place finished and
near misses) is, of course, thnl
miracles can and do happen. The
impossible can come to pass; victoll

Now.that Ithitik 21
To the Editor:
As a Holy Cross senior of four
years, I have traversed the same
boring route from my room to Stein
too many times to remember. One
recent morning however, on my way
to class, something happened which
made the stroll a little different than
usual.
From out of the blue, I just
started to think of things about HC
- not jokes - but things that make
you say "Hmmm"?
-Why is it that the "new" sign,
near Healy, which warns motorists
that the gate by Hogan is closed,
was made to be so tiny and
inconspicuous that cars continue to
drive right by it?
-What will Holy Cross do when
space in the small strip of land now
used for burial of deceased Jesuits
runs out?
-When the old Loyola is finally
completely converted into a dorm,
who will receive access to those

limited number of parking space
right out front?

SI

II

-Why does that old-fashioned
elevator in Fenwick seem to move
faster than the digital, fulil
automated beauty in Stein?
ci
-On the same level, why is there
a difference in floor numbe
between Haberlin and Swords?
-Which books were selected fof
the Library's Browsing Room and
when was the last time someone
checked one out?
-Why is orange juice only served
in the morning at Kimball?

old
-Regarding
those
hovl
chapel;
confessionals in the
could one have possibly keP1
everything said private when the
only thing blocking your voice fronl,
the outside is a flimsy little piece 01
curtain?
-Why do the new dorm doors,
installed with the card-access systenb
dI
have such small and peculiai
handles?
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ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin

Earth Day-to-Day
'There are some of us who proclaim quite vocal%
'There dictum that ue should "Thintglabalik act &taffy."
Npw, although the need for a planet-wide rescue league is an ucontestabk

OUTRAGE
OF THE
WEEK

fact,

t-he 3,Ay
and the

Per 9LAy doin91-he
*kik of sho.mei 15
Lir beckkAtifiLA
.N
c\nci Librowyl

What are the most profitable utrys tO gbloat% thintor &al% act?
While Earth rats voted "Planet of the year" by 'Time Magazine,
From the laola of things, it's real% not that easy &in' Green.
And some people try to sate the Earth by prose, others by stanza,
Still others stage an annual- Earth Day concert Attravaganza.
While certainly this displays admintbk sentiment,
It can on% realty tank,if ue sinners are pentitart.
Because, despite the good intentions, there's a more sobering dicuan:
ghat humans celebrating Earth Day is li.(v a rapist sending a get werr card
to the victim.
Truth is, uete raped this planet, for our own material safTs,
Minor's sending us reminders by those wk-telling 'quaiss.
We took,the b empty s4 and plugged t up with pits of trash,
And the clean-up is going to ta4 a flak more than Willie *con and
Rosanne Cash.
Sure, Earth Day's a good time, but it can on% be complete
1.1 everyone realizes that the band too need something beneath their feet.
'Though OW hearts f% in that pfugged-up 4 OW feet must stay on the
ground,
Because the truth is, ue need the Earth, not the other way around
And maybe Mom

,ver
can emerge from even the most
desperately unlikely circumstances.
Dreams can come true. But in
baseball as in life, you often can't
flake magic twice. We must learn
to
enjoy these
moments of
unqualified success while we can,
because they all too quickly slip
away, and we may never truly
recapture that moment when we can
reach out and touch what we have
always hoped for. Certainly when
the Red Sox in 1918 won their 5th
World Series in 15 years, few
suspected how long it would take to
again see the promised land.
We often live by what we see in
these games we play as children. I
Still believe in miracles and after
1986 I can never give up hope. But
I've also learned that miracles don't
last forever and they don't happen
every day. So the next time you
find that all your dreams have come
true, hold on to that moment before
it passes away. But when it does,
no one can take away the fact that,
even just once, you made it all the
Way to the top. That memory you
can keep forever.

'bout it...
-Who decided, on the school
seal, that
"Vigornii" was "Worcester"
in Latin?
-Why are we so happy to receive
pennies, at the end of the year, for
books that cost us hundreds of
dollars at the start?
-Which came first, "Oh Christmas
tree" or the Holy Cross Alma
Mater?
-If two Jesuits of equal speed
Were to race to Stein 223 and one
began at the old Loyola building,
,
Wbile the other originated at the
Jesuit residence, who would win?
Al.! kidding aside, my four years
at Holy Cross have brought untold
rnemories and situations that will
never be forgotten. There are
countless
other
unique
cha racteristics and oddities of HC
hich always make life on Mount St.
'antes
so
interesting
and
un predictable.
, tlioy every moment of your
Years at the Cross, the time will pass
quickly!
Lee Moraglio '91

'This concert will be successful if it is male perfectly clear
gnat Earth Day should come more than Just once a year.
And, maybe, Just maybe, a step tomtit& a solution
Is not becoming another part of the poaution.
And when the music's blasting and ue frolic li4 spastic pups,
We should ta4 a good hard lackat our own plastic cups,
And realize this planet's not our persona!pleasure-dome
'That ue can free/if decorate with styrofoam.
Because, if the Earth crac4 in half It'll be no langer debatable
Whether something is or is not bio-degradabk.
'The greatest success, to kgep snowcaps snowy and Sunny Cali sunny,
Would be to raise consciousness uhik raising money.
Let's face it, money's just paper, meaningless receipts,
Paper that mast people raluldn't pick,up if they saw it on the streets.
And-maybe if this paper ruts original% put into it's proper space
We wouldn't have to tarry about raising money by having this concert in
the first place

The BJF-Oxford Union debate
turned out to be quite a good show.
However, what made the event was
not the quick wit of Pr. Hamilton
(who took a pot shoot at this pages
ablity to spell). Nor did the evening
sparkle because of the eloquent
delivery ot the world's number one
speaker.
Nor was the night a
success because of the brave efforts
of four outclassed Holy Cross
students. The evening shined
because its wit and humor captured
the hearts and minds of a packed
audience.
What draws the ire of this page
is the embarrassing display of apathy
that took place in the very same
ballroom only one week earlier. The
ballroom was set to hold a capacity
crowd to listen to a Nobel Peace
Prize winner, but Betty Williams
ended up addressing a ballroom full
of empty chairs. Nobel prize winners
do not grow on trees and this
college should have been honored
that a speaker with such prestige
had taken the time to spread her
message of peace in our own
ballroom. This community displayed
its appreciation with a paltry
showing of 30 students. This attitude
is nothing new as the SOA election
and countless unattended lecture$
demonstrate.

Of course, no one wants to hear they're ecOMgicat% insensitive,
But a great many fohls equate "recycling" with being "anal% retentive."
Yet, as images of divinity, we have obations to cycle and recycle,
And if we refuse, ue could receive the same treatment,that Lucifer got from
Michael
And vita inspired "Save-the-Earte songs will emanate ftorn anyone's tips,
When the beaten Earth is more uusted than the uorst Apoca%pse?
I think,'Earth Day can be a success
If people don't party it up to access.
And in the midst of the roctin) festival
'The reasons for it all- are 4pt ckar% visible.
Earth and Earthlings are not fair-weather friends,
And Earth Day isn't over when the last encore ends.
So pick,up that crushed Co4 can in the stadium's parting lat,
It's Just one little thing, but, at the same time, it's not.
It's too much of a gag-me-with-a-self-serving-spoon cliche to say "We air do
our part"
But it's a start.

"Aim14411

teachers who knew Pr. Vain
have encouraged their students
ffemember him by taking action to
enrich their intellectual lives outside
the classroom. Perhaps it is time for
our professors to take a pointer'
from our beloved deceased and pull
up a chair in the cheap seats next to
the students.
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Majors paint a pretty picture for the campus
By LILY ANN DIVINO
FEATURES STAFF
Wednesday, April 11, 1991,
marked the opening of the annual
Majors Art Show. The efforts of the
studio art major department were
displayed again, unveiling the works
of only a fraction of the talents
hidden at Holy Cross.
At the reception were some of
the artists consisting of students,
faculty, and family members. Seniors
John Fleming and Kristen Pinco
organized the show which included
paintings, drawings, photography,
and prints.
Although there was no overall
theme to the show, there seemed to
be an underlying theme dedicated to
the figure. Over half of the works
involved the figure.

Other inspirations seemed to
come from Rodin's "Gates of Hell,"
Impressionists,
the
mythology,
primitive masks, cartoons, Sinead
O'Connor, Holy
Cross
Crew,
Venice, and the body.
Prints and paintings dominated
the medium showing the influences

self-expression
and
ideas.
of
Surfaces played an important part to
many of the paintings. Their tactile
qualities tempt the viewer to touch
and feel rather than
literally
translate the piece.
There was a small collection of
sculptures
which
dealt
with

The exhibit was an excellent example of the few
who proudly call themselves Art Majors.
of Professors Susan Schmidt and
Bryan
McFarlane. The
prints
exhibited atmosphere and variety of
textures that successfully give life to
an ordinary piece of paper.
The
paintings
range
from
realistic and soft to the conceptual

Music, The Naturals' way

empowerment, feet, organic shapes,
and evolution.
The exhibit was an excellent
example of the few who proudly call
themselves Art Majors. Of this small
breed at Holy Cross there are the
Seniors:
Julie
Cronin, Karen

Will Berlin bounce back?
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT

Holy Cross has got thrash,
punk, metal, jazz, country, congo,
dixie, blues, and grass bands, and
now it has got its very own a capella
group, The Naturals.
Are they a band with good
looks? a band with a lot of time? a
group of boys too poor to afford
instruments? a conglomeration of
youths too afraid of technology to
give electric guitars a try? Hardly;
here are a few good men anxious to
bring to the campus some downright swell music, and only a bad
case of laryngitis can stop them.
Started back in November
members
Tony Wolf, Mel Ona,
by
Andy Tremblay, Paul Burke, T..1.
Libretto, Matt Cavanaugh, and
Peter Killeen, the group is trying to

revive the tradition of a capella
groups on campus that seems to
have become extinct more than 20
years ago. This demise was marked
by the passing of The Packs, an
innocent group of young men who
seem to have gotten in the way of
an angry Good Humor man and his
truck while singing some pretty little
ditty.
With the promise of some
'50's and '60's doo-wop, not to
mention
some
really
swell
contemporary classics, The Naturals
will be singing this Saturday night at
the Pizza Sellar from 10 p.m.to 1
missed
a.m.
If you
their
performance last Sunday for Fr.
Brooks, fret none, for this show will
be uncensored and most enjoyable!

O'Rourke, John
Fleming, and
Kristen Pineo.
The Juniors, a large contributor
of the works and majors are Tracey
Cadigan, Kathy Cox, Andrew Croak,
Kate Feeley, Elise Hendrickson,
Mark La Flamme, Laura Mangan,
Matthew McMillan, Wendy Palmer,
Julie Sullivan, Martha Torres,
Nhung Tran, and Lorit Tyszkowski.
A small, but strong Sophomore
attendance came from Lily Ann
Divino, John Wan, and Dan Wetzel.
Next up for the Studio
Department is the approaching
Juried Student Show. This show
enables
all
students
(major,
concentrator, or non-major) to
display their on the side talents.
This is to be held in the B. Gerald
Cantor Art Gallery from April 30
until Commencement.

In 1963, President John F.
Kennedy stood on the steps of
Berlin's Red
City Hall and
proclaimed, "Today, I am a jelly
doughnut!" Kennedy intended to
say, "Today, I am a Berliner!", but a
slight
slip
in
his
German
pronunciation led to the first claim
of Presidential pastry. Now, nearly
28 years after Kennedy's historical
faux pas, Berlin stands as a
metropolis beset with the many
problems of German reunification.
Indeed, on Nov. 9, 1989, the
city took great joy in removing the
Wall that separated east from west,
and the reunification of Germany
became a reality one year later. But
the party is over now and the big
hangover has just begun for Berlin.
Many Berliners are now looking for
the many "jelly doughnuts" who are
running things in Bonn to help case
the pain.
Bonn, the current capitol of
Germany, is relatively peaceful and
unbothered. It is far removed from
the problems of East Germany and
that fact alone has generated some
resentment among Berliners.
If
Bonn continues to serve as the
nation's capitol, it has been
speculated that Berlin could become
Germany's poorest city.
Unfortunately,
Berlin's
problems are both numerous and
perplexing. The area which was
East Berlin is in great need of
repair.
One need only drive
through
the
disshevelled
neighborhoods or even glimpse at
the dilapidated railway system to
understand the magnitude of the
problems. Telephone lines are also
in dire need of an overhaul and the
city's waste disposal system is a
dismal failure.
For years, East
Berlin has used "land filling"
techniques which have subsequently
contaminated the drinking reserves.
But where will the money

come from to solve these problems?
Will the new German taxes be
enough to pay the bill? Will other
countries
help
Germany?
Questions, questions, questions!
Employment is yet another
hot topic of concern in Berlin.
Laborers from East Berlin are not
as skilled
as
their
western
counterparts. Yet, because they
are accustomed to receiving lower
wages, many eastern
workers
(approx.
60,000
daily)
are
commuting to the west for jobs.
Unsolvable problems? The
Berliners do not think so. It is
believed that if the capitol is
returned to Berlin, the problems
would soon dissipate. Many people
see big business following the
capitol to Berlin, thereby injecting
the city with new and necessary
economic energy. After all, Berlin is
centrally located between Eastern
and Western Europe and could
become the great central crossroads
of the continent.
Recently, Daimler-Benz AG,
a German auto and weapons
manufacturer, purchased a piece of
property on Berlin's Potsdamer
Platz. This area, near the Wall, was
once a wasteland after enduring
heavy bombardment during World
War II. It also contained the war
bunker of Adolf Hitler.
Many
cultural societies are protesting the
sale of the land, arguing that an
historic landmark should be erected
instead of a factory.
Daimler paid approximately
93 million Deutsche Marks for the
property (approx. 62
million
dollars), which has been estimated
to be worth seven times that
amount The EC Commission is
investigating this possibility and
could demand that Berlin charge
Daimler for the difference or it
could force the company to go
elsewhere.
Under
the
EC
regulations, the Commission can
oppose a sale involving a substantial
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4 more nights of Twelfth Night

(Continued from Page 14)
cut in price :on the grounds that it
constitutes illegal state aid,.giving a
company an unfair advantage.
Blocking the sale to Daimler
could mean a substantial loss in
potential investment for the city.
Yet this corporate drama is not

without its own interesting twists Daimler's CEO, Edward Reuter, is
the son of Ernst Reuter, mayor of
Whatever the
post-war Berlin.
result is, the Commission's decision,
will play a Major role in determining
whether or not Berlin will soon be
on track for some relief,

Mary McGoldrick well assumes the
role of Olivia. She enhances her
character with the craftiness of a
She
spinster on the prowl.
Sometimes, today's culture
demonstrates her versatility by
has a difficult time grasping
youthful
the
eagerly pursuing
Shakespeare; he either seems too
inposter while calmly discouraging
"deep" or too above our heads. The
the relentless suitor, Orsini°. Steve
Fenwick Theatre brings this author's
Vineberg is flamboyant in his role of
level
earthy
humorous,
a
mastery to
middle-aged.bavhelor.
the
bard's
the
of
production
with their
Although this love triangle
a
deliver
They
"Twelfth Night."
the real fun lies in
mirth-inducing,
is
which
performance
comic
404
minor characters.
the
of
subplots
the
talent
demonstrates the troupe's
the everrelation,
leeching
Olivia's
of
while it shpws the timelessness
by
played
'Belch,
Toby
Sir
drunk
• the original.
time
great
a
has
Marshall,
David
Shakespeare's play primarrily
consists of a love polytetrahedron. *living up to his' name. He unites
mischievous
the
with , Maria,
It exceeds..a mere love, triangle as
attendant of Olivia, played by M.
the characters are involved in much
Winifred Sheridan. The two of
more complicated arrangements.
them keep the audience laughing
Everybody in the play loves
with their 'atujisement-seeking antics.
somebody else, or believes they are
Their most suceessful and
When
loved by somebody else.
hysterical practical joke affects one
these possible cciiiples try to. jet
•
of Olivia's attendants, Malvolio.
together, they create' confusion,
The joke itself is not novel, but
deception, and, ultimatety, comedy.
The CruaidenTrave Mahaffey.
Mark Gunn's portrayal of Malvolio,
This humor is Wrought out
▪ Gate--a symbol of past celebration or Of headaches
Berlin's Brandenburg
the butt of the.jOke, is magnificent.
through a vriety of word games,
to come?
Re'delightfully whines and annoys
overactingr aend physical llama.
•
The thespians respond well to .the 'his way into the audience's heart:
His love-sick foolishness is hilarious'
intricate plot by showing their
as he engages In histrionici. Hp .is
'understanding of it. They elaborate
al,vo the one character who best
on pints, quibble the context, and
Shakespeare's• bawdy
demonstrates
some
indicate
use their anatomy to
the play it
throughout
Al
humor.
of • the alternate, not-so-sutitle
••
it.
illustrates
hest
he
but
exists,
,nuances
of the play.
•. .
obseene,•the
Without being
• The Main character, Viola,
? Did I
David A. M.- °
. pet. Who went to the dance;
. . •
'the
demonstrate
characters
played.. by Kijnbeily Davis, portrays
Happy 22nd Birthdayi Here's to .go to the dance? 'Wow! Everyone .all of these, aspect& ,She' is a
scurrilous
slightly
playwrite's ,
golfing this summer, and to better • paid A LOT attention to their dates!
eloquence and sense of humor.,
tiipireckecl orphah who disguises
,Last night? ."You can worn forward,
tennis next week!
They have' a good time developing
herself as a boy in order to arrange
• and you'll be really bored, too. • the marriage of Orsini°, A much
Love, •
is
ironically
which
his folly
H.G.O.R.*-. ne.ed I say more?'• The • older, wealthy Man who Atlas. his
-Sheri N. B..
scrulinized *and summarized by a
• bathroom • revisited., I feel like
•
fool (Mary 'Christine English)' who
heirt set on Olivfa,. in affluent,
MINVAIMIAMMWSO booting, but .that's just my style.. uninterested ,,bachelorCtte. Viola's distinguishes the real foolishness itt
Don't be such a fatneck! Sadie was
main 'task is to woo the intended • the—story. •She alniost echoes 'the
true feminist. All night I just. kept
a
•
Sadies '91 remembered:
function of a Greek chorus in her
misttess for Orsini°. Dramatic irony
trying to remember his name.,.wnal• flourishes as she becomes involved' recapitulation of the events, but her
• Qtiote of the evening: Who do the
is his name? I want to knciw Avtiat
.neckers thiplethey ard?. They come
in the petty politics -of both her ▪ song also drones on the merits Of
•
,definition • of a peek is! • master's and her future - mistress' 'love.
hei
to our parties, they eat -Our food,
Refrigerator dancing and Danny
they drink our beer, and.they scoop
Through their depiction of
courts. •
Wake up! I
Zuco. 'Sun. 7:30
- our women." .This is bacon like I've
his
•
. all the characters..how
roles,
the
as
Davis is 'charming
never tasted' it before: I hate you, • need you to help me piece together ••• liaison.,
is the master of
that
Shakespeare
She suaVely extrieates
you hate • me, that's the..way it • my° life. Flight about now I definitely • herself from...the tangled affa1s'.hy
a tale rich
weaves
He
•
the situation.
need a little. suss. I peeled the
-should be... Let's toast! Jell° shots
in dramatic irony and charm. The
making smooth speeches or grinning
carrots. Is the loJe shack back? •
from hell. What do you think. plpt may be slightly formulaic, but
knowingly. She is a tough match for
should we.get'another keg? Chiathe conspiring,"would-be lovers', who' the performances. are enthusiastic
I • play off each dher through her. and amusino .
It
•
By PAM TULLY
FEATURES STAFF

•

•

Store at U-Haul
WHY TAKE
ALL YOUR STUFF HOME
11.141AUL1
WITH YOU.
THIS SUMMER?'

and
everything viral be waiting.for
you when yclu get back in the..
fall!.We're close to.campu.s, si) •
call todaY.atid r8erve your

GthriRNMENT.

.6 no.•
sp*hc

••
Vehicles Troth $100,
Fords':
Mercedes.
Coi-vettes.
. Chevys.
'Surplus.
- Call
1:960-468-i437
•

U-Haul Center Worcester
495 Skrewsburg St. • •,i,fd
Worcester, MA 0/664.(598),752-7405

• •

,

MASSA.CHUSETTS•
LAW
SCHOOL OF:
•
At

Andover

F411-11/ Part Time'Programs
-Majors Offered
• De-emphasis on LSAT

24 Hour Hotline
•

J 41,1

$2.96 per Milli

lei
et
• vtlitAs`

;

For catalog and'information, call or write' •
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF LAW
Dundee,P;r1c, Andover, NIA 04810,(508)470.3070
•

•

An equs aportunayfaffirmative actim iniptution
•

•••

.

•

2.„.
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A glimpse outside the gates
By ANNE MARIE GALDO
FEATURES EDITOR
The criticism rings in my ear....
we students at Holy Cross are too
absorbed in books and dorms and
our personal lives to either notice or
care about the surrounding city of
Worcester, where a majority of us
will spend, though brief, an
important span of our lives.
I,
myself, would have failed to
recognize
this
ignorance
and
indifference had I shielded my ears.
I know many who venture
beyond the black, iron gates, maybe
as frequently as once a week, and
catch a glimpse of what goes on
outside. I cannot begin to explain
the numerous ways in which
students at Holy Cross have had a
positive
impact
in
Worcester
because of this glimpse and the
impulse to act. Just think of the
means of involvement available: the
Mustard Seed, Abby's House,
YARC, Best Buddies, tutoring at
the Worcester County House of
Correction, at Canterbury and
Thorndyke elementary schools, and
at Youville House, living at Dismas
House, storytelling at Gage Street
elementary school, and
Little
Brothers and Little Sisters from
Worcester. These programs must
involve more than a select few.
Naturally, I concluded, though it
seems falsely, that most students
spend some time in some way in
Worcester.

For now let us settle into Abby's
House on
Crown
Street in
downtown Worcester. The nights
are full of talk and yet quite
relaxing. At first the sight of T.V. is
always such a novelty, but soon
becomes insignificant. Those of us
spending the evening there live such
vastly different lives in the same city
that the night is too short to speak
and hear it all.
This
shelter
for
women
immediately shattered all stereotypes
I had of the homeless and shelters.
It was instant education. No books.
No tests. Just a quiet night on
Crown Street...
I know I am not alone in this
experience, and I know there are
others who have felt and acted
differently. I hope to continue this
column opening it up to each and
every student who has a day, a
night, or even an hour in Worcester
that can make us here on campus
more knowledgable and concerned
about the human needs that exist.
This includes even those who bring
Worcester to the Cross (i.e. SPUD
Siblings).
It is time we make a conscious
effort to eliminate ignorance and
indifference. It seems only fair that
we
leave
Worcester
knowing
Worcester and helping those in
need out there in the big, big city.
Anyone who has a thought, a
story, or any glimpse into Worcester
send it to P.O. Box 32A by Tuesday
P.M. Thanks.

r-51111. Rams
By CATE RAUCHENBERGER
FEATURES STAFF
Almost all of us have, at one time
or another, taken either prescription
or over the counter drugs for relief
from colds, aches, and pains.
However, when
taking
these
medications, have we also drunk
alcohol? Especially when it comes
to over-the-counter drugs, one does
not always stop and think about the
combination of drugs and alaihol.
Drugs and alcohol don't mix.
Most of us have probably heard this
simple statement before, but what
lies behind it? Why don't alcohol
and other drugs mix?
To start with there is something
called the synergistic effect. The
combined effect of two drugs, and
alcohol is a drug, is greater than the
sum of its parts. Or rather, with
alcohol and other drugs, two plus
two equals six, not four.
Another factor is our own rate of
metabolism.
When alcohol and
another drug are both present in
the body at the same time, they
compete for processing. Because of
this competition, both drugs are
detoxified more slowly. The effect

of either or both of the drugs is
therefore exaggerated.
For heavy drinkers, the
consequences are
even
more
dangerous. (A heavy drinker is one
who drinks more than twelve drinks
a week.) Some drugs will become
unexpectedly potent due to the
liver's inability to metabolize them
at the normal rate. Other drugs
(sedatives and barbituates) will have
less than the expected effect due to
the body's acquaintance with alcohol
(a sedative).
It is very important that each of
us takes precautions and does
research before deciding to mix
alcohol with a prescription or an
over-the-counter
medication.
READ the warnings on all labels;
they are there for a reason. Ask
your DOCTOR about possible
drug/alcohol
interactions
when
he/she writes you a prescription.
Ask your PHARMACIST about any
prescription
or
non-prescription
medication you take. These three
steps may save you from serious
illness, accidents, and possibly even
death; but even if you forget
everything else said here, remember
alcohol and other drugs don't mix.

The Classical. Theatre Seminar
presents

Shakespeare's

Julius Caesar
Bob Allard as Brutus
Tony Wolf as Cassius
Paul Burke as Marc Antony
Steve DiMattia as Julius Caesar
with
Melissa Boyle
Stephen Bruderle
Brian Gallivan
Caroline Kersten
Chris Loeber
Tara McDonald
Matt McGowan
Trish McGrath

•

Greg Millard
Judy Moran
John O'Leary
Kristin Pineo
Eric Probst
Kate Rauchenberger
Bob Stern
Maura Sullivan
Bob Valgenti

Directed by K. Happe
Monday, April 22 and Tuesday, April 23 at 8 pm
and
Wednesday, April 24 at 9 pm

THE PIT (01Cane 38)

Admission Free

EIje
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Purple Sneakers

By Dan Wetzel

.4\mommosia

For Your Information

Rip on this!...
By ANNIE LONG
'FEATURES STAFF
The first week of school, every
time I walked down the stairs to
Stein, I saw this Band Aid. There
was this colored, Mickey Mouse
band aid, stuck to the steps, that
looked as if it had just freshly fallen
off someone's knee. The first day I
saw it, it hadn't been stepped on; it
was still clean and fresh, looking as
if it was just out of the box. Then
day after day it took more abuse,
becoming dirtier and dirtier. By the
end of the week, it had footprints
and mud caked on it, and the
Mickey Mouses were beginning to
fade away.
I guess one day
someone finally threw it away, or I
just stopped noticing it, because I've
never seen it again.

It would be easy to be the
Band Aid who just sits in the
box living a comfortable,
stable, and predictable life.
But without taking risks,
what can you ever gain?
Now don't think that I'm getting
all deep, and the point of this article
is that everyone should go around
philosophizing about dirty Band
Aids. But something that happened
this weekend made me remember it;
some random person asked me why
I bother writing for the Crusader,
being that I'm "never right, and no
one ever agrees with me."

A lot of you are probably right
now thinking that you would like to
shake that person's hand, and some
others are probably wondering what
the heck this has to do with the
Band Aid.
Let me explain. I guess at first I
was a little angry with what this
person said to me, but then
something made me remember the
Band Aid. I would rather be like
the Band Aid, who risks staying out
in the world, putting herself on the
line, than like the one that never
leaves her box. Yes, writing articles,
I've gotten my share of mud and
footprints stamped on me, but to
me it's all worth it. It wouldn't
bother me, being pasted to the steps
of Stein, because life is about taking
risks and accepting challenges. It
would be easy to be the Band Aid
who just sits in the box living a
comfortable, stable, and predictable
life. But without taking risks, what
can you ever gain? If just one
person tells me that they thought
what I said was funny, or they could
relate to it, then all the mudcaked
footprints don't matter to me
anymore.

It would have been so simple to
come to this school and be like the
Band Aid that appropriately stayed
stuck to someone's knee or never
even risked life outside the box.
But I guess something in me wanted
to be the one that was caked in
mud. And even though it still hurt
to get stomped on sometimes, I
think that's the way I want it to be.

DIAL-A-FRIEND
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES
RECORDED DAILY
CALL 24 HOURS 753-7673

Ahhh, the songs they are a flowing
this Friday night at St. Joseph's
Chapel! The Holy Cross Choir fills
our ears with euphonious melody
and fills our hearts with joy and
mirth...no kidding! Selections from
both Mozart and Brahms will be
performed
with the type of
excellence that will make you lick
your lips and say mmmm....

RNMARIMARASAMA
Ah-la Peanut Butter Sandwiches!
This Friday night brings to the
campus the magic of Joe Arsenault.
His hands may not be as large as
David Copperfield's and he may not
be as peculiar as Doug Henning, but
heck it's free and it's a CCB of D
production. From 7-9 p.m. in the
Hogan Ballroom, prepare to be
simply astounded. Maybe he will
pick your ex-girlfriend for that
chainsaw trick. And when you're
done being wowed, stop by for some
fortune telling from 9:30-12:00...
bring your own palms, please.

small child being swallowed whole.
by a boa-constrictor while playing
taps on the bugle.

mitantakittfitMERP
Ahh Kimball...This Friday and
Saturday night, Kimball presents
"Edward Scissorhands," a modern
fairy-tale about love, laughter, and
shrubbery. Johnny Depp brings his
talents to the big screen and dazzles
the audience with his interpretation
of a depressing mutant who has no
hands. This film may remind some
of you of your home lives, but hey,
the pence is good, and the
company, even better. Kimball, a
good flick at a good price!

AfIttataltINAMMt.

latIMAMOMMAIMA
THIS IS THE LAST WEEKEND
Come hither, go thither, and yon,
but take time out to see the
Theatre
Forum
Worcester
Ensemble's production of "Equus,"
by Peter Shaffer. This show, which
we really know absolutely nothing
about, plays from April 25-May 19,
Thursday and Fridays at 8 p.m.,
Saturday at 5 and 8:30 p.m., and
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Tickets cost a
mere $14...just a drop in the bucket
for a small kidney transplant.
Tickets are available NOW, so avoid
the anticipated rush: 799-9166.

IN

THE PUB/PIZZA .PARLOR!

Friday (4/19) lOpm to butt IArrnadino$ in their LAST Ka
APPEARANCE of
BYE TOUR,

OttoMMAtitiNOMMOINO
Hey,
Can't stand all the noise?
Holy Cross has finally broke down .Saturday 4/20) Wpm
and has brought to the campus a Naturals- Holy Cross' on
MIME!!! A darned good one at 8 capolla group SpOEISCM
Trent Mime will be Si;ic Door Cale,
that.
performing April 20th at the Hogan
Ballroom, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$2.00, but hold on to your
pants...your siblings get in FREE,
but only if they can pantomime a
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

•

-v

62 Hunting
period
1 Imperfection
64 Sprawls
5 Gambols
65 Doctrine
10 Uncomplicated 66 Italian port
14 UK river
67 In case
15 Accustom
68 — Park, Colo.
16 Christmas
69 Type of fat
17 Pearly Gates
guardian
DOWN
19 — collar
1 Go hungry
20 Professions
2 Story teller
21 Utility
3 Solo
22 Dandies
4 — one's
23 French author
way: go
25 Hobo
5 Shreds
26 Lids
6 United
30 Associate
7 Reciprocal
31 Reddens
pact
34 Angled edge
8 Iron
36 Hand tools
9 Dry
38 Racket, e.g.
10 Good look
39 Press
11 Vehicle
42 Hurried
12 Swill
43 French river
13 Desires
44 Lawmaker
18 A Kennedy
45 — — of: c/o
24 French river
47 Part of corn
25 Pears
plant
26 Bay of Naples
49 Sawbucks
isle
50 Kin of his
27 Scotch island
51 Crane's
28 Doctrines
cousin
29 Wicked act
53 Intent
31 Auditor:
55 — de plume
abbr.
56 Play backers
32 Talked long
61 Unused
33 WW-II guns

1

2

3

45

14

35 Churns
37 Slander
40 Japanese bay
41 Stolen
46 Be a witness
48 Meat cuts
51 Wishes
52 Compass pt.
53 Brook
54 Straight as

7

8

9

29

34

24

35

31
36

37

41
44

46

47

50
54

33

48

49

51
55

YoUa Gums TO 1-146 STARS

ARIES (March 21-April 20) The
daytime is your worst enemy this
week as it allows people to see your
true ugliness. A move towards the
bathroom is a step in the right
direction.
Try to be sincere to
others, even if you don't mean it.
Your paleness disturbs some and
blinds others. An Aquarius who
you do not know knows nothing
about you.

LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) The stars
give you the power to overcome
your fear of Chihuahuas as well as
poorly dressed men. A blonde with
a set of jugs that could have held all
the wine in Cana falls for you but is
unable to get up. The promise of a
free cup of Tang with your next visit
to Jiffy Lube clinches the offer. A
foul-mouthed Gemini really does
enjoy a good roast duck.

TAURUS (April 21-May 21) As
you tiptoe through the dandelions of
delight, you wonder, if you had a
Kraft-matic Adjustable bed, would
you be asleep by now? Lipstick on
your collar tells a tale on you. You
sigh with content at the sight of
young love knowing it could be
yours too someday if only you had
the money. The Guacamole Dip is
very enjoyable to a hungry Cancer
with clean fingers.

SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov. 22) Today
means joy and happiness for all
Scorpios but yourself. You wince at
the sight of blood, but decide to dig
into the roadlcill anyway. A surprise
visit from an old friend delights you
until the visitor realizes he has the
wrong address.
A drop-dead
gorgeous gal drops dead. A Leo
who used to look good in
polyester/rayon blends develops a
rash.

GEMINI (May 22-June 21) The
position of Jupiter allows you to
gaze at the pinky toe of an
attractive, young co-ed. You ask
her to lunch and she orders the
"Cream of Corn" soup. Say, was
that your girlfriend or did someone
forget to feed your dog? You tend
to think that the wheel of cheese is
yours until a Pisces points out, "It's
Nacho Cheese!"

II38

143

45

32

25

40

42

13

22

30

39

12

19

23
28

11

'16

111 21

27

— —
55 Musical sound
57 Chatters
58 Isaac's son
59 Learning
60 Fit of pique
63 Born

10

18

20

53

BRATS
RAING
RADIO
DOSE
ERNE
ENEMY
DUPL I CATE
WINE
BET
TOB:z D
LAID
BEARERS
INLETS
ORLDS1111
NOISE
RANGY
QED
TOMS
PAGES
CURE
OKE
LAKES
CLEAN
INGROCER
GRASSY
STREWED
SAYS...
AROSE
COY
STUM
LIVERPOOL
PIANO
OPENIIANT I
RENDS
NEST
REED
ERGOT

15

17

26

6

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

APRIL 19, 1991

52
1156

57

61

62

64

65

66

67

6f3

69

58

59

60

63

CANCER (June 22-July 22) You
are surprised when, in the middle of
a lecture on supply and demand,
your professor bursts into his Shirley
Temple routine.
You wish your
toes smelled like a rose.
You
suddenly realize that the hair on
your back was once on your head
and this explains your receding
hairline. Much to your surprise, you
find out that Donny Most is at the
root of all evils. A deaf Scorpio
reads the wrong pair of lips.

0 1991 United Feature Syndicate

SPECIAL GRADUATION PERSONALS
Name
P.O. Box
RATES:50 cents for each ten words or less

LEO (July 23-Aug. 23) Your lustful
ways lead you into a life of
happiness and mirth.
A steamy
Saturday night turns into a free-forall and you wind up with somebody
else's tube socks, much to your
chagrin. A spin of the Wheel of
Fortune throws your back out.
You notice a few more sags in your
once firm buttocks. A Sagittarius
with no taste at all develops a
strong liking for your style.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM

Return to P.O.32A by Tuesday 4 p.m.

VIRGO (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) This
week is a pleasureful romp for you
in the Garden of Forbidden
Delights. Escapades abound as you
prance and paw your way through
the maze of ecstasy. That huge
pimple on your face is the only
thing holding you back. Baware of
good times with short men...you may
end up with a bad case of twerpies.
An unsuspecting Taurus does not
see you coming.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
The moon gleams on your romantic
ways, and like a switch, you turn
everyone on. Your cheesey comeons are appreciated by the dullards
in your company and you all enjoy
an evening of song and Twister.
Most 20-50 year-old males with at
least one year of high school
education and four years of prison
find you attractive. An irate Aries
tells you to get your tongue out of
her mouth because she's kissing you
goodbye.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Say, wasn't that you who was left
holding the bag? Hope she didn't
mind your holding her. If you dare
wear short shorts, use Nair for short
shorts. A Libra with a passion for
beer and baked beans strategically
positions himself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) The
flowers of joy open themselves up to
you and you silently weed your own
Garden of Lascivious Lust. The
recession frightens you and you feel
yourself falling back. An affair with
Siamese
twins confounds you
because they are always talking
behind your back...maybe you just
can't come between those two. A
woman scratches you because she
has good claws to do so.
A
Capricorn with a slender nose finds
the pickings very slim.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) The
movement of the planets gives you a
nose-bleed and you consider serving
the blood as a beverage before it
clots. You question the authenticity
of the Rosetta Stone and you long
for the days when men were men
and the boys frolicked in the
meadows, wearing their pink, frilly
underwear, trying to impress the
hired help.
The thought of a
perverted photographer makes you
shudder. An Aquarius sneezes in
your general direction and you
decide that now you won't have to
shower.
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Struggles of the lax
team continue

Why I like sports
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR ,

Reason 437: Bruins-Canadiens for seven games.
Boston G.M. Harry Sinden said it wouldn't be
spring without the B's and the Habs playing seven hatefilled, violent, combustible hockey games. And it's true.
a hole to start the game but we
on Hartford, which could be a
You can count on three things every spring: Pollen, a
played them even for the second
turning point in their season beWAI„DERT
BING
BY
lousy band for spring weekend, and the Bruins and
half."
cause it will be the first time they
SPORTS STAFF
will have the complete team after Canadiens doing battle.
My own personal history with this series has
This was even more apparent
losing many players to injury.
when looking at the score by
The lone exception is John Kane, been one of depression, anger, and prolonged periods
On paper, the Holy Cross periods - after the first and second
last year's leading scorer who has of brooding. Until 1988 and last year, Montreal had
men's lacrosse team suffered periods, the Purple went down
been lost for the season to a sepa- spanked Boston like a new-born baby every time they
through what appeared to be a 5-0 and 9-2 respectively. Howrated shoulder. It has also taken met. Guy Lafleur, Steve Shutt, Yvan Courneyor, Larry
very tough week. They lost two ever, at the end of the third
a long time for the team to show Robinson, Ken Dryden... I've loathed all of these
more games, but despite the period, the score stood at 13-5,
its character and for team leaders people at various points in my life. And now it's April,
losses showed promise for the meaning the Crusaders were only
to emerge. Craver commented, and Les Candiens are back in town.
rest ofthis season and the future.
outscored 4-3, and in the fourth
"It's taken this long for the leadBring 'em on.
period the Cross outscored the
ers to show themselves."
The first of the two defeats Engineers 2-1.
REASON 438: Mary Albert.
came at the hands of Williams.
"Yessssss!"
However, after what could be
The young Holy Cross team
extended
REASON
439: Baseball on the radio.
revival
Crusader
The
called a dominating performance
found themselves completely
Five or six times a summer I drive from my
beyond the score though. Craver in the second half against Lehigh,
outmatched by a stronger, more
was happy with the team's all- this appears to be team coming
house in Connecticut to visit my father outside of
athletic Williams team. Coach
around play in the second half, into its own. Craver said, "The
Boston,
and I always like to travel at night with the Red
Ed Craver commented, "They
commenting,"We set a tone by team is starting to gel. We're seSox
on
the
radiowaves. Nothing beats cruising on the
have more athletes; 90% of their
controlling the ball. We made the eing strong performances from
highway
at
85er, 55 miles an hour, at night, with but a
players play two sports. They're
opponent adjust to us instead of Sophomore Greg Swanson and
few cars on the road, and baseball in the air.
more athletic, with a better field
us doing the adjusting!."
good defensive play from Tim
sense and an edge in conditionThis is how baseball was meant to be enjoyed.
Halleron."
ing." The score reflected this too
So much of the game is how you perceive it - when you
Controlling games and setting
as Holy Cross was blown out 23watch the Sox on television and Jack Clark comes to
Halleron was nominated by
5,(The game was not completely the tempo does not always
the
plate... well, it's Jack Clark. There he is. But on
without highlight though as guarantee a win but it's definitely Craver for Patriot League Rookie
the
radio,
when Joe Castiglione rumbles "Here comes
Charlie Deckers turned in his a step in the right direction for of'the Week. Another key factor
the
Ripper,"
you see a mental image of this enormous,
for
the
Crusaders
were the early
usual strong performance with 3 the Crusaders. Bill Slimbaugh
menacing,
ax
murderer ready to drive the ball through
season
injuries
and
sicknesses.
had a strong game in goal (turngoals and an assist).
the sky. Baseball and radio go hand in hand, you see.
ing away 22 shots), and the PurREASON 440: Kids who bring their baseball gloves to
The second loss was to Patriot ple scoring was led by familiar Craver discussed the fact that it
the game.
League-rival Lehigh, 14-7. At faces with Deckers and Greg took the team time to gel because
I'll confess - I used to, long ago. My friend
first glance this looks like another Swanson each netting a pair of of the many injuries.
case of the Crusaders being out- goals.
Nick Aieta still does.
With the team finally together
matched. But Coach Craver
This strong performance unREASON 441: The mere thought of Larry and Magic
for
the first time and playing
called this, "...a great game." derstandably gives Craver and
in the Finals one more time...
And it was probably one of the the rest of the Crusaders high tough, the season is far from
This has to happen. It has to happen. Magic
best for the Crusaders yet. Craver hopes for a strong finish. This over. They have five games left
seems like he's played on the Lakers since the turn of
commented, "We dug ourselves Wednesday the Crusaders take and hopefully will finish solidly.
the century, and Bird's aged a decade in the last two
years. But still, you wonder if the two best players ever
(Sorry, Michael) could bring the best out of one
another once more.
REASON 442: The Golden Bear.
Jack Nicklaus. Class. Greatness. The perfect
golfer. Hell, the perfect Dad. The best.
REASON 443: NHL handshake lines.
Playoff hockey is better than regular season
hockey in every way. As I said before, it's difficult to
think of a sport as intense and spirited as hockey in
May and April. And then, in the end, after all the
cheap shots and bone-crunching checks and Canadian
epithets ("@*#% you, eh!"), after one team has bitterly
prevailed...
We have the handshake line.
You wait for someone to pop someone else,
and it never happens. I'll never forget 1981, when the
Bruins and the Islanders had some sort of street alley
brawl for seven games. Every game - every game! Boston's Terry O'Reilly and New York's Clark Gillies
threw vicious punches at one another. Finally, the
Islanders triumphed, but as the two teams gathered in
their respective lines to shake hands, and O'Reilly and
Gillies skated closer, it was more interesting than the
game.
When they finally met, O'Reilly slapped Gillies
on the behind, and they smiled and shared a respectful
embrace. I thought it was cool then, and I think it's
cool now.
The lax team's only win came at the Hart Center against St. Michael's
(Continued on Page 20)
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Women's roundup

Reasons
(Continued from Page 19)

•

SOFTBALL(5-21-1):

LACROSSE (4-6):

Last week:
--Losses at Boston University
(0-3, 5-9).
--Wins at Lehigh (18-5, 9-5).
--A win (6-5) and a loss (7-8)
at Lafayette.
--Losses at Assumption (2-5
and 0-11).

Last week:
--Losses at Conn College (917), Lafayette (3-15),
—A win at Springfield (10-9).

Highlights:
Freshman
pitcher
Heather Hersch notched her
third victory at Lehigh. She
leads the team in wins and
in innings pitched (105).
Fellow frosh hurler Kelly
Phalen recorded her first
and second victories over
Lehigh and Lafayette.
Junior catcher Michelle
Fagnant leads the nation in
doubles with 12 and tops the
Patriot League with a .444
average.
Fagnant leads the team in
homers with 2 and RBI's
with 20.
Her three-run
homer was the eventual
game-winner in the Lafayette
win.
Jodie Matylewski leads
the team in walks (15) and
stolen bases (4).

Highlights:
Junior
Janine
Cunningham leads the team
with 34 goals this season and
has scored in 25 consecutive
games.
She had 5 goals
against UConn, 1 against
Lafayette,
and
4
in
Springfield.
Freshmen
Colleen
Langley is second on the
squad with 23 goals -scoring a hat trick against
UConn, two vs. Lafayette,
and five in the win over
Springfield.
Juniors Katy Cox (8
goals, 5 assists) and Kate
Feeley (15 goals) have
starred as well.
The Springfield win was
the highlight of the year:
The team rallied from an 8-5
deficit to tie the game at
eight (with 3 goals in 66
seconds).
After the two
teams traded scores, Langley
notched the winning goal

with 32 seconds left to play.

TRACK:
Last week:
--Third
place
in
Fitchburg Invitational.

the

REASON 444: The National.
It could cost ten dollars a day and I'd still buy
it.
REASON 445: George Foreman.
Someone decided Foreman had to come back
to balance the negative image Mike Tyson had given
boxing. Tyson talked of "Killing" his opponents; he
beat his wife; he claimed he was the dark side in us all.
But now here's Big George, representing the Every
Man.
Tonight will tell if Foreman is a force or a
farce; I wouldn't bet against him. Still.., it would be too
ood to be true. Against my will - Holyfield in 6.

Highlights:
Soph Kim Klaus took 1st
in the javelin with a throw of
103-9. Fellow soph Cindy
Carton was second.
In the 800 meters, Nancy
Sullivan '91 ran in second
place (2:18.1) and was
followed by Courtney Finn
'92 (third, 2:20.2).
(Continued from Page 23)
Soph Kim Coulter took been so universally applicable or accurate as it is in
second in the 400 meters Holy Cross Intramural Athletes. It's not like that games
with a time of 1:04.6.
are being beamed via satellite to homes across the
nation, though by watching these guys play you'd think
it was. It's not like these guys are playing for money,
though you'd think multi-million dollar contracts were
riding on the games by the way we play.
So Holy Cross, please, get these guys, GET ME
some professional help before one of these referees
gets hunted down and killed in his dorm. The thought
of not becoming Red Sox or Celtics just dawned on us
a couple of years ago. The dreams of our youths are
just becoming unbelievable.
We need a sports
psychologist to help put these dreams in a proper
perspective, to help us quit our addictidn to the thrill of
winning.

Get a life

Don't Schlep IL.
Ship It!
Whether heading home from college or away on
vacation, Mail Boxes Etc.TM Will get your things
there safer, faster and all in one piece.
We even pack your boxes for youl
We're your Mail It, Fax It, Pack lt, Ship It and Much More Store!

Postal. Business and Communication
Services

Before you put on wan,cap and gown,there: still time to take
advantage of the great student price on a.IBM Personal
System/2!
hether ru need to create impresisive papers, graphics
and spreadsheets for ochool,or business reports for work,or
men resumes,the
perloaded with software that
will let ru do just that. And it has a mouse to make it easy to
use. Plus,there are added took like a notepad. calendar and
cardfile—esen games. And ill expandible so it can grow with
wet throughout graduate school or on the job.

While pu're still a student, affordable loan payments are
also assailable with the IBM P5/2 Loan kir Learning And on
a different nose, you can get a great low price on the Roland*
Ifesktop Music System.
Graduation means saying a lot of
goodbyes. But before you do, there's still
time to check into a great student price
on a PS/27 See what you can do with
a PS. /2 today—and what it ran do for
ye.tomonow.

HOLY CROSS SENIORS,
do not miss the opportunity to uni up to 40% on
tias ISM PS/211
CiS Inaphan ganneaay at 792 3744 or Almon Saline at 791-1068 Ix•onza 5-/nraao

dam

of do BM P9
/2 and goa•Moo T-Rod
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79 Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
508-791-2400
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UConn snaps H.C.'s
3-game streak
By SIMON WILLIAMS
SPORTS STAFF
Just when it looked like
the Holy Cross baseball team
was finally going to pull over
the .500 mark... things fell
apart.
A four-run eighth inning
Wednesday
UConn
by
resulted in a 7-6, come-frombehind win for the visiting
Huskies; in the process, the
game
three
Crusaders'
winning streak was snapped
and H.C.'s record dipped to
10-11-1.

at-bats; CF Matt Morgan
had two doubles and 4
RBI's; and the Crusaders
scored 8 times in the second
inning.
sweeped
Holy
Cross
Saturday's doubleheader by
cruising to a 7-1 win in the
Nick
second
game.
Bergamatto shook a seasonlong slump by going the full
seven innings (7 hits, 5 K's)
for his first win of the year.
Catcher Stefan Drezek
socked a home run for the
Purple and Morgan added a
4 for 4 day -- including a

one earned run all year as a
reliever.
Thus, the team was
obviously riding high as they
returned to Fitton Field to
host the Big East Huskies of
UConn.
H.C. took leads of 5-2
and 6-4 (with help from a
two-run
Jerome
Fuller
double in the first and RBI's
from Roman in the fifth and
seventh),
but
first-time
starter Jim Rogers tired in
the eighth inning and was
touched up for two hits.

Jim Rogers went seven innings against UConn before
tiring in the eighth inning.
The Crusader, J.J. Kiely, Jr.

Backup football quarterback Mark Roman is playing right field and hitting .333
for the Crusaders.
The Crusader' J.J. Kiely, Jr.
Coach Jack Whalen's double and a triple -- to
team was on an emotional pace the winners.
high after sweeping three
Sunday H.C. completed
games on the home field of the sweep by walloping
Lehigh 18-7, scoring an
Patriot League-rival Lehigh.
On
Saturday
Dave incredible ten runs in the
Leonard went seven easy second inning (Neary scored
innings in an 18-2 laugher, twice). Roman had three
increasing his record to 5-2. ribbies, LF Jerome Fuller
Leonard pitched a complete went 3-5 and scored three
(shortened) game, struck out times, and 1B Tom Miller
11, and gave up but five hits. rapped two doubles.
me
There were plenty of
Bill (Don't call
offensive highlights for the Vasillios) Lazos came on in
Purple: 2B Mike Neary hit a relief for Jim Liebler in the
two run homer and drove in fifth and pitched five shutout
four for the day; DH Mark innings for the win. The
Roman scored on all of his junior has relinquished just

Dave Boudreau came on
from the bullpen and was
touched up for three runs
and three hits, including the
go-ahead run to make the
game UConn 7, H.C. 6.
The Crusaders almost
rallied in the ninth, but with
Fuller
on
second
and
Morgan on first, Mike Neary
flied to right to end the
game.
Dave Boudreau took the
loss (his fourth), and Holy
Cross and the stunned crowd
at Fitton Field went home
blue instead of purple.

HITTING:
Batting average:
--Fuller, .390 (34-87).
--Morgan,.386 (32-83).
--Miller, .358 (29-81).
--Roman, .333 (23-69).
--Lambert,.325 (26-80).
--Neary, .299 (26-87).
--TEAM,.304.
Home runs:
--Drezek, 3.
--Morgan, 2.
RBI's:
--Morgan, 34.
--Fuller, 22.
--Miller, 16.
Runs:
--Fuller, 24.
Walks:
--Lambert, 19.
Doubles:
--Morgan, 9.

PITCHING:
Wins:
--Leonard, 5-2.
--Lazos, 2-1.
--Liebler, 2-1.
--Bergamatto, 1-2.
--O'Neill, 0-2.
--Boudreau, 0-4.
ERA:
--Lazos, 0.52.
--Leonard, 1.50.
--Liebler, 3.41.
--O'Neill, 4.50.
--Bergamatto, 5.40.
--TEAM, 3.68.
Innings pitched:
--Leonard, 48.0.
--Liebler, 31.6.
Strikeouts:
--Leonard, 40.
--Liebler, 31.
Complete games:
--Leonard, 5.
Games:
--Lazos, 9.

--Morgan, 4.
Stolen bases:
--Neary, 10.

HUNGRY?
THINK ITALIAN
THINK

0

GOVERNMENT
JOBS
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257 Park Ave.
Worcester, Mass.
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Call
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24 Hour Hotline

•
Tuesday Special: Present College l.D. and enjoy
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Hebron, Mee, and Squiglia
shine on All-Star Weekend
Hello everyone! Yes, your
favorite writer is back - Air
Herman. After letting that
academic wizard Jim Grady
take over for a week, I'm
going to take you step by
step thru All-Star weekend
and provide a preview of the
playoffs:
To start All-Star weekend
the first "B" League alloff,
v.
star game pitted the Strolling
Nolan division vs. the Squid,
er, I mean Squiggs division.
division
Squiggs
The
prevailed, 75-63.

Steve Herman
on basketball
The M.V.P. of that game
goes to Jim Wilson (Phillips),
who dropped in 17 for the
winners. Al Sablone and
also
O'Connor
Austin
performed well for the
winners.
For the losers, Roberto
Kraegerez dropped in 15 as
did his sometime J. Crew
pal, Sean Lynch.
In the second "B" All-Star
game, the Hermo division
easily trounced the Mags
division (well, what else did
you think!) 124-96.
Al Hebron easily won
M.V.P., as well as best
shooting performance of the
day (Todd, he made most of
his shots) in scoring 54

points, including 15 three
pointers. WOW! Give that
kid a urine sample or
something.
Joe Williams, obviously
due for a downer off his
hour rule-shortened victory
over me in softball, only had
5 points. Stay off the lemon
juice, Joey.
Next came the three
point contest. To show that
the Red Sox. aren't the only
thing to choke in New
England, I was bumped lb
the first round. At least I
(Chicken)
Brian
beat
only
whose
Marsella,
shot almost
successful
cracked the backboard.
Sean Sullivan and Sean
O'Neil made strong showings, but Todd "If I'm in the
Hart
Center, anywhere,
including the swimming pool,
than I'm shooting" Isaac ran
away with the show.
The highlight of the
afternoon was next — The
Slam Dunk Contest.
Unfortunately, the acrobatic
Tim Doem had to withdraw
because of penny loafer
cramps.
Chris "Do, Re" Mee
brought the crowd to its feet
with some monster jams. He
without
not
won, but
competition from Seth B-rry,
Kona X, Mike Lewis, and
Joe 'Steroids 'Spillane.
Finally... the 'A" League
game. It was Less Filling v.

Tastes Great with John
Zambito and some clown
who made horrible calls all
reffing
afternoon
(Just
kidding, Al).
Rich "The Law" Squeglia
gets
Todd
the
Isaac
Memorial M.V.P. for his
constant hustle, rebounding,
teamwork and passing.
For the losers, Luke
McConville dropped in 23
points
and
Vince
Heidenreich showed that
steroids do not make you
immobile in scoring 24
strong inside points.
Todd Isaac gets the
Never
M.N.P.
(Mostly
Passes) for his historic
performance. Todd has now
played over 200 minutes of
I.B.L. basketball and has
screamed for the ball in 199
of them.
All-Star
Overall,
Weekend was a success, even
if Nolan and &mien are
going to jump ship on Mags
Guys, was I
(000PS!
supposed to say that?).
Now, on to the playoff
previews:
"B" FAVORITES: Boom,
Punch the Clown, 71ers.
Sleeper: Irish Club.
Prediction: No one will
beat Boom. Then again I
thought I had won 250
drew
I
when
dollars
U.N.LV. Too bad they got
Herman-ed.

"A" FAVORITES: Ron's
Truck Stop, Sweet Lew.
Sleeper: Stews.
Prediction: Watch out for
Preste's Testes and You
Lose, two veteran teams.
Squiggs says his team is a
sleeper, I say he's been
sniffing glue. I'll go out on a
limb here - a team with a big
football player on it will win.

freaks. The question is, how
would we get him to stay
the female
away from
sheep?"

Name: Roberto ICraegerez.
Nickname: Butch.
Childhood Idol: Thurston
Howell III.

Comments on his game:
-!-Drew Doscher. "I love his
beaners."
—(H.C. Football Star) Pat
Name: Bill Simmons.
Gibson: "Man, I thought Gil
Nickname: Blaney's Boy.
Hundley was tough, but
Childhood Idol: Mr. Ed.
Roberto's a tiger."
—Andy Plotner "I'm his
Comments on his game:
—Larry Bird: "That snot- illegitimate brother. I love
nosed kid tried to kiss me him (sniff, sniff).
after a game in the Garden --Carla Power. "I don't
wanna be in your artic-...oh,
once!"

PLAYER PROFILES:

THE STARS...
"A" MVP: Rich Squeglia
"B" MVP: Al Hebron
Dunk Champ: Chris Mee
3-PT Champ: Todd Isaac
—Christine Mohan (Former
editor of The Crusader):
"That kid has a future - in
disposal!"
waste
solid
—Matt Morgan: I like him;
he's almost as bald as me!"
—Ringing Bros.: "He'd fit
right in with our other

it's about Rob? You should
see him in that Zorro outfit
he has."
—John Deignan: "I shoulda
been in the Crusadists! I'm
funny! Really! I am! I'll stay
back a year if you promise
I'll be in it next year!!!"

Butt Hounds & Frigid Creases fall
The Intra-mural Hockey
League season ended a few
weeks ago, yet it has not
been forgotten. Due to the
of
efforts
untiring
commissioner Jon Mattson,
and the help of his dedicated
staff of referees and Wino
the scorekeeper, this season's
IHL was the smoothest
running one yet.

Jeff Hart on
ice hockey
There were numerous
upsets
and
to surprises
throughout the season, yet
extraordinary
so
none
(especially to this writer) as
in the "A" League finals:
Frigid Creases, the team
whom myself and most
league
the
in
players
predicted to win it all, were
thoroughly trounced by the
Fred Graney's
Stalkers.
unrelentless
were
Stalkers

and pounded the Creases
goalie, Chris Reck, beyond
recognition.
Reck was outstanding in
some
making
net,
magnificent saves, yet was
unable to contain the
onslaught of the Stalkers.
The Creases — missing
two key players in forward
Mike "Doe Budzinski and
defenseman Tim McCooey,
were unable to display the
offensive pummelling for
which they are famous.
Another factor that might
have inhibited the play of
the
was
Creases
the
ice.
the
of
condition
Because the rink was being
melted the next day, the
been
had
compressors
turned off. As a result, the
players were playing on what
could be described as a
of Kimball
combination
and
potatoes
mashed
unflavored Sno-Cones.
According to Creases
captain Bobby "Ted" Pomer,
"The condition of the ice

slowed us down. We're a
very fast team that uses its
speed advantage to wear
other teams down. We lost
because of the ice and
because we were missing
Doc and McCooey."
Yeah Bob, whatever.
The fact of the matter is, the
Stalkers were the better
team. They out-skated, outshot, and out-checked the
Creases and deserve to be
the "A" League champions.
The Stalkers surprised
everyone, including myself,
by displaying amazing skill
and tenacity on the ice.
Well, I predicted the Frigid
Creases to win the ALeague. My first pre-season
prediction has gone to dust,
which is why Stalkers captain
Fred Graney his a big smile
on his face.
In the B-League, my
second pre-season prediction
that Pond Scum would win it
all was shot to hell. They
didn't even make it to the
finals, let alone win it

In the B-League finals,
Mike Pratt's Butthounds
fought a valient battle
against the Hansons, yet
were unable to come up with
the victory.
For the third straight
year, the Butthounds were in
the B-league finals only to
emerge with a loss. This
year's game was a close one
though, with both teams
exchanging goals throughout
the entire game. With about
two minutes left in the game,
the Hansons were able to
extend a one goal lead to
two goals.
A key factor in the
'Hounds disappointing loss
could have been the absence
of defenseman Mike Carr,
who was out with a broken
hand sustained in a rugby
match the weekend before.
Lamps summed it up best
'Mike was what we were
game.
this
missing in
Without him, we were
unable to as effectively
contain the Hansons and

keep them from rushing the
puck."
Lamps played outstanding
on defense, breaking up
many a breakaway attempt
and
Hansons
the
by
have
could
what
preventing
been an even greater loss.
After three unsucessful
attempts at the "B" League
crown, the Butthounds were
Pratt,
undoubtedly upset
however, swore revenge,
stating "We'll back in the
IHL Alumini game! You'll
see... the Butthounds are
gonna win it all!"
Well, it's been a pleasant
season, with plenty of action
adventure.
and
Mattson
Commissioner
would like to thank Hart
Center coordinator Barry
Parenteau and all who work
at the hockey rink for all
their help and cooperation
this season.
And for those who still
don't know it yet, yes, there
is an Intramural Hockey
ague.

AL:

The racket-eers
swing into May
By BUDD COLLINS
SPORTS STAFF
The 1991 men's tennis
team has experienced a
wholesale changing of the
guard.
Led by fearless
leader
Oscar (0-Train)
Najarian, the squad currently
stands as 3-3 (0-2 in the
Patriot League).
New
faces
have
dominated
the
lineup.
Newcomer "Take Another
G-' Lance Hutchison has
competed well in the top
Spot, suffering heart-breaking
losses in Fordham and
Hartford.
Junior Chris Callanan has
jumped out to a quick 5-1
start,
remaining
an

inspiration to the slow and
lazy everywhere.
Fellow junior and the
Gentleman Sir John Hancir
has battled to a 3-3 mark.
The sophomore babe
magnet John "Spock" Enright
and fellow sophomores Brian
the
Brandt,
"Rem"
Steve
lover/brawler
(Twotone) Cutone, and
Have
Dave
Dangerous
provide the team's nucleus.
success
The
team's
depends in large part on this
sophomore quintet; although
times have been tough thus
far, victory for these four
adonis' is only a matter of
Explains Enright,
time.
"Dude, all I know is that
Latin women love me!"

Chip
leader
—Spiritual
from
Tennis
"Tough
Tennessee" Blaufuss remains
solid at 3rd doubles. Chip
and the rest of the net gang
like their chances at the
upcoming Patriot League
Tournament.
—Has anyone seen Sean
O'Neill???
As for the rest of the
squad...
—Tri-Captain Mike Bruder
has suffered what appears to
be a career-ending injury in
a
door-opening
tragic
accident
doubles
J.Y.A.
—Fringe
player H. Doane won the
Koala International Mixed
in
Singles
Tournament
Australia.

Ruggers play ungracious
hosts
By GEORGE BRICICFIELD
SPORTS STAFF

Last week the H.CR.F.C.
took a trip into the future, as
next year's team played
Worcester State. The game
took place on freshman field
and
rival
crosstown
Worcester St. came for a
game they probably regret
Playing in retrospect
Despite some sloppy play
at first the H.CR.F.C. of 9192 got themselves together
and showed that they would
be
of
capable
quite
continuing the thirty year
legacy of Crusader rugby.
In particular, it was the
back play that stood out on
the pitch last Wednesday as
Ken Schmeg '92 displayed
his
outstanding
running
abilities, scoring one try and
making many good runs.
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Ken's good play allowed
his fellow backs to play
better than they should
(considering that they never
go to practice).
Even with the good play
of the backs it is a well
known fact that the play of
the big burly pack players
wins rugby games -- not the
play of the "a little light on
their feet" backs.
Led by a front row of
Dave 'Dave, Dave, Henry,
Henry" Henry, Tom Hobbes,
and Brian Marsella, the Holy
Cross pack dominated their
opponents.
The final score of the
game was 18-0 in favor of
H.C; five players leaving the
game for State and none for
H.0
This past weekend the
H.CRF.0 went to Wellesely

Rugby's A-Team rolled on to another victory against
Babson
The Crusader/J.J. Kiely, Jr.

Mass. for a match against
Babson. The A-side took
the field ready to play as the
pack (led by Dan Honeker)
hit the Babson squad early
and often.
Solid, controlled, loose
ball work by Francis Frazier
and Chris Lee helped keep
the ball in Holy Cross'
hands, and Mike Pratt took
advantage to score a well
executed try which put Holy
Cross in the lead — a
position they would keep for
the rest of the day.
Good work by Drew
Doscher and Knute Roclme
running with the ball on
overloads led to tries by Pat
Sullivan (on the wing) and
Ken
Madden (up the
middle) that gave H.C. a
commanding 18-0 win.
A final game note that
should be added: The A-side
had scored a fourth try only
to have it called back after
the Babson squad and the
their
displayed
referree
complete ignorance of the
rules.
The B-game went pretty
much according to plan as
the B-side continues to play
stingy defense, having yet to
give up a point in 1991.
Tries were scored by Joe
Gayboy — who also scored
the lone try in the C-game -and a first time try for the
Svelt Nudeguy.
The third try of the Bgame was scored by Ed
Melvin.

Grow up
By KURT SANGER
SPORTS STAFF

When is this school going to get its priorities
straight? First it renovates two dorms into suites, then
it spends a few million on a new Jesuit residence, and
now it wants to renovate Loyola so students can live
there. Doesn't HC realize that the students here don't
need new housing? What we need most is a sports
psychologist.
Yes! All us ex-jock, wanna-be athletes can't
handle the fact that the glory days are over and that
we're washed up at twenty years old. The smell of
fresh, wet grass sends us back to our Little League
days; the squeak of a sneaker against the basketball
court sends us back to the days of C.Y.O. Hoops, and
it's gone, all gone. The days of competition are
relegated only to our memories.
The only form of therapy for us now in
Intramurals. "The purpose of intramural athletics," the
student handbook says, "is to provide an outlet for nonvarsity athletes on all levels." This is nice and all, but
simply put, what this means is "The purpose of
intramural athletics is to provide you talentless, washed
up jerks with the opportunity to vent your frustrations
for never having made the Red Sox or the Celtics."
Most of this venting, of course, is outlettcd on
the referees. In the grand, warped opinion of the
frustrated Intramural Athlete, this is where some of the
worst people in history rank:
1) Hitler
2) Hussein
3) Brezhnev
4) IBL Referees
5) Stalin
The referee personifies everything we, the
athletes, hate. He misses every call, and when he does
blow the whistle (if he actually has a whistle), he's
usually calling something on you. Each whistle leads
not to a turnover or a foul shot, but a debate of grand
proportions, which ends in the referee saying its the
other team's ball, and you saying to the ref, "may you
children look like Kevin McHale." Why a malevolent
wish like this does not get you immediately ejected from
the game and the league I can only wonder.
Then there is my pal and teammate Simon,
who has only one phrase in his vocabulary when dealing
with refs. "YOU'VE GOTTA BE KIDDING ME!" he
yells with his arms spread wide open looking upward, as
if asking the Intramural gods to restore sight and sense
to the boys with the whistles.
The frustration is not totally vented on the refs,
though. Most of it, in fact, is taken out on the other
Intramural Athletes. Pretty much every athlete on the
court or field has the attitude that they could be playing
varsity ball if they wanted to, and that the guys they're
playing against are just pop dummies that are going to
fall down and let them score at will. How dare these
guys try to play defense? Don't they know that they're
playing someone well above their level.?
Sure, the IBL has some of the greatest athletes
at the school! Just ask them:
ME: Who's the best basketball player in the
school?
IBL STAR: Me, obviously. I got more junk in
my trunk than anyone can handle. They should make a
league just for me.
ME: Then why don't you play varsity?
IBL STAR: Well...uh, I hate buses. I can't be
driving seven hours down to Lehigh and Lafayette for
games. I get car sick. Besides, boosters would try and
bribe me and buy me cars if I played, and I don't want
to get the school in any trouble. And like I say,
academics first...
And on and on.
Never has the phrase "legend in his own mind"
(Continued on Page 20)
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The Crusader! J.J. Kielv, Jr.

Holy Cross vs. UConn, Fitton Field, April 17, 1991

trugaber athlete of the
JANINE CUNNINGHAM

gm"

Cunningham has scored in 25 straight games

•

The Crusader!

tett

Junior Janine
Cunningham
playing
started
lacrosse two years
ago, yet she is the
successful
most
scorer on this year's
team. Janine has
25
in
scored
games,
straight
tallying 34 goals on
the year.
year,
This
Cunningham's high
games have been 5
goals against ColbyUConn,
Sawyer,
Mount
and
Holyoke.

1111-is Week ihn Sucrts
BASEBALL:
April 19, NORTHEASTERN, 3:00.
April 20, at Colg:ate (2), 1:00.
April 21, at Colgate, 1:00.
April 23, SIENA, 3:30.
SOFTBALL:
April 20, ARMY (2), 1:00.
April 21, FORDHAM,(2), 1:00.
April 23, HARTFORD,(2), 3:30.
April 25, CENT. CONN.(2), 3:30.
LACROSSE:
April 21, COLGATE, 2:00.
April 24, ARMY, 4;00.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE:
April 21, LEHIGH, 11:00.
April 25, BRIDGEWATER ST., 4:00.
TRACK:
April 18-20, HOLY CROSS
CRUSADE.
GOLF:
April 20-21, PATRIOT LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIPS, at Colgate.

